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Editorial 

Let reason guide our lives 
Man s journey from ape to the present Homo sapiens stretching over millennia 

has been long and hard. Besides having to contend with hostile environmental 
conditions, he had to confront the forest denizens much more powerful and better 
equipped both by muscle and size, jaw and claw. He could survive and triumph over 
the inimical forces both physical and animate by the superiority of his intelligence and 
by being able to free his hands for non-locomotory activities - a feature which was to 
prove a watershed in the evolutionary history of life on earth. 

Although man had stolen a march over other animals and beasts as this fascinating 
evolutionary drama unfolded on this planet, his quest was far from over. The early 
centuries of Homo sapiens were replete with mutual wars and strife, and suppression, 
repression and oppression in various manifestations. There were times when religion, 
bigotry and superstition came very damagingly in the way of free enquiry and quest 
for truth; well they still do but perhaps with comparatively less deleterious impact. 
These factors singly and in combination put a spanner in the onward march of man to 
progress and knowledge empowerment. Also, international hostilities, cold wars and 
mutual distrust in the last few centuries diverted man and governments from a rational 
global perspective to skewed thinking, dubious priorities and aggressively jingoistic 
agenda. Shockingly colossal amounts of money were channelled to amass sophisticated 
weaponry and nuclear arsenals and stoke the fires of wars. 

Had Alexandria library not been burnt by misanthropist zealot warriors, had the 
Ionian scientists not been shackled in their scientific striving by the then religious bigots, 
had the modern world addressed the basic and vital issues of hunger and disease 
unitedly, had the crores not gone down the gutters for building stockpiles of arms in a 
crazy game of brinkmanship, this globe, the earth, would have been a virtual paradise 
beaming with bliss, love and prosperity. And what a tragic irony it is of our times that 
despite stupendous scientific strides and industrial progress made by man   in his long 
journey from the jungles of Africa to skyscrapers, jets and satellites, he has at the same 
time been signing his own death warrants and putting in very grave jeopardy the whole 
spectrum of life that throbs vibrantly on this blue and beautiful planet. The recipe for 
disaster is all ready. The world is just one push of a button away from a nuclear holocaust, 
by chance or design. Climate change with its tell tale warning signs of great and tragic 
upheavals is another largely man-made threat staring the mankind in the face but is 
not being addressed with the seriousness it deserves. 

Well, this column is hardly the place to wax eloquent on these global issues. But 
since this is a magazine emanating from a Basic Sciences college, my sombre thoughts 
are not perhaps entirely out of place. Through these lines I would urge my students to 
not confine their scientific knowledge to the lecture halls and the labs and the text 
books and to the answer sheets, but rather develop an open, questioning mind and a 
scientific temper. (The recent film Three idiots   is a telling commentary on our rank 
bad education system.) Don t accept the established dogmas and beliefs and tenets on 
their face value but test them on the touchstone of reason, logic and scientific scrutiny.
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That will help you grow into more confident, more responsible citizens and equip you 
better to face the challenges of life. That will also help you contributemore productively 
to the society and live life in a much more wholesome manner. Henry James, the 
celebrated American writer insisted that man should make life a work of art. With due 
apologies to him, I would suggest that life is best lived when we are able to develop 
and evolve a judicious blend or a fine synthesis if you will, of art and science.  One 
needs to evolve one s own ethos and philosophy of life. Every dawn signals new life, 
the celebration of it; life is meant to be lived and lived to the hilt...dangerously even, as 
Nehru used to say...not to be sequestered, chained and stifled with  borrowed beliefs 
and wisdom, conditioned thinking and stereotypical attitudes and buried under 
parochialism and petty-mindedness, hatred and violence. 

Bringing out an issue of a magazine is a bit akin to childbirth. One feels the pangs 
of pain leading ultimately to a sense of joy. Those of us associated with this issue have 
felt these pangs in varying degrees. Me too. But being able to put it all together and to 
bring it out alive and kicking is a hugely satisfying feeling. 

In the end, we do hope that the contents of this issue of  Vigyan Pünj  will provide 
some worthwhile reading pleasure to the readers, for which thanks are due to the worthy 
Dean Dr RG Sud who reposed his fullest confidence and trust on me and my team and 
gave us absolute freedom and support in our endeavour. I heartily thank the entire 
editorial team of esteemed faculty members and dear students for their contributions, 
cooperation and help. 

Happy reading! 

Subhash C. Sharma 
(Chief Editor) 

Idea of a University 
To open the mind, to correct it, to refine it, to enable it to know, and to digest, 
master,  rule,  and  use  its  knowledge,  to  give  it  power  over  its  own  faculties, 
application,  flexibility, method,  critical  exactness,  sagacity,  resource,  address, 
eloquent expression... 
It  is  the  place  to which  a  thousand  schools make  contributions;  in which  the 
intellect may safely range and speculate, sure to find its equal in some antagonist 
activity, and its judge in the tribunal of truth. It is a place where enquiry is pushed 
forward, and discoveries verified and perfected, and rashness rendered innocuous, 
and  error  expossed,  by  the  collision  of mind  with mind,  and  knowledge with 
knowledge. 

— Cardinal John Henry Newman 
(One of the towering intellects of 19th century England  

quoted by B.N. Goswamy in the Tribune 1542007)
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10 Questions 

 COBS must serve as a beacon of new light...  
Dr S K Sharma, Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor, CSKHPKV, Palampur makes a fervent plea to the 

Basicians in his Q-A session with Vigyan Punj 

1. Sir, what thoughts have been uppermost in your mind on 
occupying this highest academic chair? 

Firstly, a sense of gratitude and humility for having been 
entrusted with this challenging task of taking the 
University forward. Also, a deep sense of responsibility 
and inner resolve to do my utmost to prove deserving of 
the trust and confidence reposed in me. 

2. What would be your topmost priority as the 
Vice-Chancellor of this University? 

To foster and inculcate a sense of accountability, discipline 
and commitment in all cadres and sections that constitute the university fraternity. 

To make the administration responsive, responsible, efficient and sensitive to the needs and 
aspirations of all. 

To revisit and rejig its priorities and make the university programmes farmer-centric and 
result-oriented. 

To bring about qualitative improvement in the teaching curricula to churn  out a globally 
competitive youth force of well-groomed and highly skilled professionals. 

3. What according to you is the biggest strength of this university? 

Excellent working environment, a very good faculty and a good campus sans many vices 
that plague most other University campuses. 

4. And the weakness? 

None 

5. What are your expectations from the COBS and what message would you like to give the 
young Basicians? 

The College of Basic Sciences must serve as a beacon of new light to all the constituent 
colleges in the various frontiers of applied sciences. 

To the budding Basicians I wish best of luck and hope that they will excel in the pursuit of 
Basic Sciences and touch the skies with their intellectual capacities and scientific endeavour.
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6. Sir, you are known to be a workaholic. Where do you draw your bountiful energy from? 

From self-belief. 

7. You have had brilliant stints first as a Dean of COBS and then as Director, NBPGR, New 
Delhi.  What has been the secret of your success and what lessons drawn from your illustrious 
career would you like to share with the readers of this magazine? 

Commitment 

8. What is your favourite pass time? 

Reading books and dreaming big for the University, the farming community and my beautiful 
state of Himachal Pradesh. 

9. What would be your choice destination for a week-long free holiday and who would you 
pick up for company? 

Since we live in the landlocked Northwest, the fabulous South with its beaches, sea and rich 
culture would be great getaway. Any company of like-minded and inspired souls  would be 
okay for me. 

10. Which of the 3 persons from the following list would you like to invite for a dinner: 

Dr Abdul Kalam Dr Amartya Sen Dr Venkatraman Ramakrishnan 
Kapil Sibal Arundhati Roy Kiran Bedi 
Sachin Tendulkar Saina Nehwal 

Why just 3? I would love to have them all for dinner since they all represent excellence of 
human endeavour in their respective fields.
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Guest essay 

Quest for excellence in science, an Indian perspective 
Om P Sharma 

 Science knows no country, because knowledge belongs to humanity, and is the torch which 
illuminates the world. Science is the highest personification of the nation because that nation 
will remain the first which carries the furthest the works of thought and intelligence.  

Louis Pasteur 

 The quality and quantum of scientific research in India have been declining over the years due 
to inadequate infrastructure facilities, insufficient funding of research activities and particularly 
lack of sufficient number of committed scientific work force. Our Universities and laboratories 
have thus failed to respond to the needs of time. The consequences are clearly visible in the 
system. The enrolment in science over the years has declined. Our research laboratories do not 
get adequate number of competent personnel at the lower as well as at the higher level. Besides, 
there is an acute shortage of qualified teachers in Basic Sciences, engineering, technology and 
medicine.  

Report of theTask Force for Basic Scientiufic mresearch in Universities (HRD) : 2005 

 Our performance in science has come down markedly not only in terms of the percentage of 
contribution to world science, but also in the percentage of high quality research papers which 
get cited more. We are way below China, which contributes around 12% to world science 
(compared to our less than 3%). The decrease of high impact papers from India (less than 1%) is 
of serious concern . 

CNR Rao s leter to the PM 

 Science teaching in Indian schools needs a radical overhaul to stop students losing interest, 
according to India s first national science survey.  

Ist National Science survey 

The findings, released on 28 September, 2005 by India s Prime Minister Dr Manmohan Singh, 
reveal that over 60 percent of science post-graduates are unemployed. 

Dr Singh called on the ministry of human resource development to implement the report s 
recommendation to strengthen the quality of science teachers, their teaching methods, and the 
education infrastructure. 

 75 per cent of engineering graduates are unemployable  

Chairman and Chief Mentor of Infosys, N.R. Narayana Murthy 

He cited the example of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and said nearly 150 new 
companies come up each year through the efforts of its faculty and staff. There are nearly 4,000 
such companies in the U.S. whose combined sales were worth $232 billion, which was nearly 40 
per cent of India s GDP. Productivity of every MIT graduate is equivalent to the productivity 
level of nearly one lakh Indians, he added. 

Often the science managers feel handicapped by the lack of a critical / threshold level of personnel
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with intellectual and professional prowess to deliver the goods. The problem is further 
compounded by the increase in the average age of the scientific task force in various institutes 
and the universities. 

Diagnosis 

The science teaching in schools is very insipid.  Students learn by rote and sometimes there is 
burn out in the race for entering premier institutions which are so  few for a population of a 
billion plus. 

During the last nearly three decades there has been a substantial expansion in terms of opening 
new departments, splitting existing departments and opening a lot many institutions. More 
recently, private players have also come into education believing, and rightly so, that education 
is the most lucrative business.  While doing all this it was not realized that  Science is not just 
about laboratories and fancy new institutes; it is about the people inside them too . 

In order to run new courses, the institutions started taking in  whatever was available without 
realizing that an individual not meant for intellectual activity like doing and teaching science 
would be a liability and would ward off generations away from science. Most of the new as 
well as old institutions fall short of even the bare minimum faculty. 

In order to improve the financial health of institutions a knee-jerk reaction is the start of self- 
financing courses with sundry, usually, contractual faculty.   A common belief is gaining ground 
that a degree need not necessarily be earned but can be purchased if you have enough bucks. 
This is vitiating the over all social milieu vis-à-vis respect for academics and science. 

What is taking students away from doing basic sciences? An engineering or management student 
after 16-19 years education starts earning essentially as much as a professor of 30 years service. 
So, doing science must be made attractive by keeping in view these ground realities by two-fold 
action: 

Substantial enhancement in the value of scholarships plus improvement in the quality of life in 
the research institutes and the universities. If a word spreads that doing research is  reasonably 
paying  plus intellectually exciting, then a sizeable number of potential researchers would 
flock towards science. Mere seminars and expression of concern would not help. The responsibility 
for such an action lies with policy makers, science managers and mentors. 

Mentor Crisis 

A key factor in training scientists and publishing of international quality is the mentor. There are 
no quantitative norms for accreditation of mentors except the length of service or the number of 
students the individual has guided. 

Both these criteria are essentially non-scientific and do not vouchsafe for the capability of the 
individual to be an effective mentor. Further, I believe no effective evaluation system is in place 
for the evaluation of the mentors by the students. It is also common that the mentors rarely 
command respect of the students by virtue of their academic stature and are tormentors in terms 
of delays and overall callousness. 

A mentor ought to be a professional authority enjoying international recognition in the area of 
specialization and earn respect not by virtue of position but by his/her worth. 

Science teachers at all levels need to be brainy, capable of  out of the box  thinking and passionate
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to become leaders and not mere camp-followers. Here, I would refer to an interesting statistics of 
Nobel Prize winners, that is, students/postdocs of Prize winners who won the Prize. Seven 
students of Enrico Fermi won Nobel Prize. Close on the heels, six students of Lord Ernest 
Rutherford won the Prize. The situation boils down to like in any other profession. The master 
would fire the imagination of the disciples; make them pick up the right problem the solution 
of which would lead to Prize. 

Action Plan 

Entry into science faculty must be governed by the same procedures and standards as by the 
institutions like Cambridge, Harvard, Chicago or Stanford. The beginning for excellence in science 
is to be made by science managers and mentors by living and guiding by example and not by 
administrative fiat. The mediocre persons in research must not outnumber the creative people, 
and the mediocre persons must not reach leading positions. In the former case, the creative people 
would be stifled because they work alone whereas mediocrity is quickly gregarious and powerfully 
efficient against the better ones. In the latter case, creative elements would be eliminated from 
the outset because a mediocre leader will choose to become surrounded by similar or inferior 
associates. 

Norms for accreditation of research supervisors even for master s programs should be based on 
strong peer-reviewed publications of the prospective mentors and not just by the length of stay 
in the campus as is in vogue in many universities or research institutions. 

Norms for accreditation and ranking of institutions should also be international so as to know 
our strengths and weaknesses and to assess where we really stand in the global scenario. All of 
us are aware that our universities with even 5 STAR rating do not figure in the top 400 of 
global ranking of universities. 

It is obvious that the procedures listed above have a number of sieving steps to ensure objectivity 
and merit. These procedures have been thoroughly tested in a society which has world class 
institutions, is globally recognized as knowledge and has innovation based economy. 

A bold initiative has been taken by the HRD in terms of starting a number of IITs, NITs, IIMs 
and central universities. All of us must contribute to this initiative for the quantitative as well as 
qualitative returns by active participation with merit as the sole criterion keeping highest 
benchmarks for science teaching research as well as publishing. Half measures never work. 

Quest for excellence in science is not only more of funding, more of institutions but to set up 
higher benchmarks, and making life in the labs intellectually exciting, pleasant and enjoyable. 

All this should have a Quick Start, no delays and dithering. 

Let us recall what Winston Churchill said:  The era of procrastination, of half-measures, of 
soothing and baffling expedients, of delays, is coming to a close. In its place we are entering a 
period of consequences.  

The article is based on the National Science Day Talk delivered on February 28, 2009. 

(Om P Sharma is Scientist Incharge, IVRI Unit, Palampur)
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dfork  

vutku fj'rs  
uSuk lwn  

u vius] u ijk;s] ij thou dh eqf'dy Mxj ds gelk;s]  

pyrs gSa lkFk&lkFk] ≈°ph&uhph Mxj esa] dHkh vkljk] dHkh gkSalyk]  

rks dHkh eafty rd igq°pkrs gSa ;s vutku fj'rs]  

cu tkrs gSa ;wa gh vutkus esa ;s vutku fj'rs AA  

bd >jus vkSj bd pÍku esa] bd Tkkuoj vkSj bd bulku esa]  

bd /kM+du vkSj bd tku esa] bd mnklh vkSj bd eqLdku esa]  

bd pank vkSj pdksj esa] dkys cnjk vkSj eksj esa]  

bd irax vkSj mldh Mksj esa] cPps vkSj ^ek° ds vk°py* ds Nksj esa]  

tkus dc] dgk°] dSls cu tkrs gSa vutkus esa ;s vutku fj'rs AA  

dksbZ uke ugha bu fj'rksa dk] u uT+knhfd;ksa dh e;kZnk gS]  

dgha fyiVh gS csy bd isM+ ls] rks dgha iihgs ls ^lkou dh igyh cjlkr* dk vxys lky feyus dk oknk gS]  

dgha nwj jgdj Hkh nks fdukjs lkFk&lkFk pyrs gSa] rks dgha ioZrksa ds Nksj vkleku ds xys feyrs gSa] dgha nwj f{kfrT+k  

ij vkX+k vkSj ikuh ?kqyrs gSa rks dgha jksT+k lk°> dks fnu vkSj jkr feyrs gSa]  

fcuk 'krks± ds fuHkk, lfn;ksa ls tk jgs gSa vutkus esa ;s vutku fj'rs AA  

;w° rks nqfu;k esa vkus ls igys vkSj ckn esa curs gSa dqN [kkl dqN vke fj'rs]  

ij lkFk ys dj vkrs gSa ge fiNys tUeksa ds Hkh reke fj'rs]  

rHkh rks iFk ij pyrs&pyrs vutkus esa gh fey tkrs gSa dqN yksx ftuls fcuk dqN dgs] fcuk dqN lqus cu tkrs gSa]  

vutkus esa ;s vutku fj'rs AA  

On Life 
The secrets of evolution are death and time.... 
What  does  seventy million  years mean  to  beings who  live  onemillionth  as 
long? We are like butterflies who flutter for a day and think it is forever. 

— Carl Sagan, Cosmos
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Reminiscences... 

Camouflaged blessings 
Mamta 

It is so easy to get caught up in our own lives and put 
the past behind us, yet it is with extreme pleasure 
that I recall the wonderful time I had with my class- 
mates and friends during my college days at HPKVV, 
Palampur. It has been almost three decades since I 
completed my under-graduation followed by a Mas- 
ters degree in Plant Breeding & Genetics from 
HPKVV, and I owe a deep debt of gratitude to all my 
teachers and research guides for helping me become 
the adult I am today. 

I joined the college (COBS) in the 2 nd year of the Three-year Degree Course and then joined the 
masters program in PB & G.  After submitting my M.Sc. thesis well in time, I eagerly awaited the 
adjudication of the thesis and the final viva-voce exam.  I was keen to enroll in the Ph D program. 
It is with extreme pain that I recollect how the vested and inhospitable elements had ingenious 
ways to exclude me from the Ph D interview process in order to avoid fair competition.  It was 
dexterously managed that my thesis would not get forwarded to the examiner until the date of 
interview for Ph D was over.  In the absence of the evaluation of my M.Sc. thesis, I was not eligible 
for offering my candidature for admission to Ph D. 

But the ways of the Almighty are different; good things often come concealed in packages.  The 
alternative of an early marriage to a medico working in Jammu medical college proved to be a 
blessing in disguise. I had the privilege of completing my Ph D degree at a CSIR Laboratory in 
Jammu.  After working in the lab for a few years, I raised two children, and today I am the proud 
mother of a son and daughter; an IT professional and an Architect, respectively, working in 
prestigious multinational firms based in New Delhi.  I am now employed as a domestic engineer 
and live happily with my husband in Jammu. 

(Alumnus Dr Mamta, happily married to a doctor, is based in Jammu) 

On Excellence 
Excellence is the result of caring more than others think wise, risking more 
than  others  think  safe,  dreaming more  than  others  think  practical  and 
expecting more than others think possible. 

— Anonymous
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A true life story 

Alexander Fleming 
Abhishek Kumar 

His name was Fleming, and he was a poor Scottish farmer. One day, while trying to eke out a 
living for his family, he heard a cry for help coming from a nearby bog. He dropped his tools and 
ran to the bog. There, mired to his waist in black muck, was a terrified boy, screaming and 
struggling to free himself. Farmer Fleming saved the lad from what could have been a slow and 
terrifying death. 

The next day, a fancy carriage pulled up to the Scotsman s sparse surroundings. An elegantly 
dressed nobleman stepped out and introduced himself as the father of the boy Farmer Fleming 
had saved. 

 I want to repay you,  said the nobleman.  You saved my son s life.  

 No, I can t accept payment for what I did,  the Scottish farmer replied, waving off the offer. At 
that moment, the farmer s own son came to the door of the family hovel. 

 Is that your son?  the nobleman asked.  Yes,  the farmer replied proudly. 

 I ll make you a deal. Let me take him and give him a good education. 

If the lad is anything like his father, he ll grow to a man you can be proud of.  

And that he did. In time, Farmer Fleming s son graduated from St. Mary s Hospital Medical 
School in London, and went on to become known throughout the world as the noted Sir Alexander 
Fleming, the discoverer of Penicillin. 

Years afterward, the nobleman s son was stricken with pneumonia. 

What saved him? 

Penicillin. 

The name of the nobleman? 

Lord Randolph Churchill. 

His son s name? 

Sir Winston Churchill.
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Talking Science 

Life among microorganisms - A risky affair 
S S Kanwar 

The history of science contains many cases of researchers who have died because of their 
professional activity. In the field of microbiology, some have died or have come close to death 
from infection by agents that were the subject of their research. Infections that had a lethal outcome 
were usually accidental. Sometimes, however, researchers inoculated themselves with the 
pathogen or did not take preventive measures against the potential pathogen because they wanted 
to prove their hypotheses or disprove someone else s regarding the origin of the infection. 
Here is an overview of some of episodes in the history of microbiology involving researchers or 
workers in fields related to microbiology who have become infected. 

Mediterranean, Malta, Gibraltar, and Crimean fever are several of the names by which the disease 
called undulant fever after 1913 now brucellosis was traditionally known. The British army 
surgeon Jeffrey Allen Marston (1831-1911) contracted Malta fever in 1861 and described his own 
case in great detail in the statistical report of the British Army Medical Department. Another 
British army physician and microbiologist, Captain David Bruce (1855-1931), with his wife and 
close collaborator Mary, succeeded in culturing the causal agent from the spleen of a patient who 
had died from Malta fever. Bruce named it Micrococcus melitensis, now known as Brucella melitensis. 

Florence Nightingale (1820-1910), the British founder of modern nursing who made major 
contributions to public health and epidemiology during the Crimean War, had fallen ill with 
what was then called Crimean fever. After reading an account of the conditions of the British 
Army at Scutari (the district of Istanbul now known as Üsküdar), Nightingale had volunteered 
to go to Crimea leading a team of 38 nurses. The work she and her team of nurses carried out in 
Scutari resulted in a dramatic reduction in mortality among hospitalized soldiers. On 2 May 
1855, while Nightingale was in Balaclava to inspect the hospitals there, she fell ill. Her severe 
symptoms and high fever forced her to stay in bed. The following weeks her condition was 
typical of undulant fever: she felt better in the morning and very ill again in the evening. By May 
24, doctors considered that although she was still very weak, she was out of danger. Even though 
Nightingale died at the age of 90, after the Crimean war she became an invalid and was bedridden 
for many years before her death. 

Evidence for the existence of chronic brucellosis was obtained during the first half of the twentieth 
century, when Alice Catherine Evans (1881-1975), a microbiologist who studied the bacteria in 
fresh milk, became infected herself with Brucella and the microorganisms were isolated from her 
blood. 

In 1883, cholera threatened to spread throughout Europe. Germany and France sent their best 
bacteriologists to Egypt to study the disease. Koch travelled there with George Gaffky (1850- 
1917) and Bernard Fischer (1852-1915), whereas the French team included Emile Roux (1853- 
1933), Edmond Nocard (1850-1903), and Louis Thuillier (1856-1883). In Alexandria, where the 
European research teams established their headquarters, misfortune accompanied the French 
expedition. On September 17, 1883 the young bacteriologist Thuillier became infected with cholera, 
and neither of his physicians  colleagues could save his life. Thuillier died on September 19, a 
victim of the disease he had studied. When the Egyptian epidemic faded, the German team 
travelled to India to continue work in Calcutta, which seemed to be a promising location for their
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research. It was in Calcutta that Koch finally succeeded in isolating the cholera bacterium in pure 
culture. 

At the turn of the twentieth century a mysterious deadly disease of unknown origin afflicted the 
settlers of the Bitterroot Valley in western Montana, USA, in spring and summer. The main 
symptoms were high fever, chills, muscle aches and headache. A rash that looked like small red 
spots or blotches and usually appeared on the third to fifth days after the first symptoms gave the 
disease its name: Rocky Mountain spotted fever. In 1906, Ricketts showed that the agent of spotted 
fever was present in the blood of infected humans and that it could be removed by filtration. 
Other researchers, including Louis B. Wilson and William M. Chowning from the University of 
Minnesota, suggested that the wood ticks were the vector of spotted fever. A state budget shortage 
in Montana in 1910 made the continuity of Ricketts  funded research in Bitterroot Valley uncertain, 
so he accepted an offer to go to Mexico to study epidemic typhus. In Mexico, Ricketts fell ill on 
April 18, 1910, when he was about to return home. He made notes describing the development of 
his disease, and although he thought he was recovering, he eventually died from heart failure. 
He had already described the pathogen that killed him: a tiny bacillus he had found in the lice 
and the blood from patients suffering the disease. In 1916, Brazilian bacteriologist Henrique de 
Rocha Lima (1879-1956) named the typhus causal agent Rickettsia prowazekii in honour of Ricketts 
and parasitologist Stanislaus von Prowazek (1875- 1915), another researcher who died from 
epidemic typhus. 

Among researchers who worked on the discovery of the cause of yellow fever, several were 
victims of the infectious disease they had tried to fight. Among the best known is the case of 
Japanese-American bacteriologist Hideyo Noguchi (1876-1928), who worked at the Rockefeller 
Institute. Noguchi, disregarding previous work by other researchers who had reported that yellow 
fever was caused by a filterable virus, claimed that the causal agent was a spirochete. He even 
described the isolation and characteristics of the bacterium, which he called  Leptospira icteroides . 
Repeated attempts by other researchers to prove that L. icteroides was also the cause of the disease 
in Western Africa had failed, and Noguchi was determined to prove that the bacterium was the 
only cause of the disease. Noguchi died from yellow fever on May 28, 1928 in Accra, Ghana, 
where he had travelled to study the disease. William A. Young, director of the British Institute for 
Medical Research in Accra had inoculated himself with blood from Noguchi during the initial 
days of Noguchi s disease and died two days before his death. On September 19, 1927, several 
months before the deaths of Noguchi and Young, the Irish physician Adrian Stokes (1887-1927) 
died from laboratory-acquired yellow fever in Lagos, Nigeria. Stokes was on a sabbatical with 
the West African Yellow Fever Commission, which was funded by the Rockefeller Foundation. 
Along with two American colleagues (Johannes H.Bauer and N. Paul Hudson), he worked with 
an animal model, the rhesus macaque (currently Macaca mulatta), to which they applied Koch s 
postulates to prove that yellow fever was caused by a virus and not by Noguchi s leptospira 
spirochete. The experiment succeeded and was to become a milestone in virology. However, 
when the work was close to completion, Stokes contracted the disease in the laboratory and 
died. 

In 1900, Jesse William Lazear (1866-1900), member of the US Army Yellow Fever Board died in 
Cuba after having been bitten by a mosquito infected with the disease that the Board was studying. 
Officially, Lazear was infected  incidentally.  Some of his notes, however, suggested that he 
intended to prove that the mosquito was actually the vector of the disease. On September 13, 
1900 he allowed one of the infected mosquitoes caught by the staff of the Board at Las Animas
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Hospital to bite him. Five days later he fell ill and realized he had yellow fever. He soon developed 
albuminuria and jaundice and eventually died on September 25, 1900  a victim of scientific zeal 
and indeed as a hero . 

Equine encephalitis is a zoonosis that was first reported in Massachusetts in 1831, when 75 horses 
died from an unknown type of encephalomyelitis. Until the 1930s, it was a veterinary disease 
never recorded in humans. Richard E. Shope (1901-1966) was a brilliant virologist at the Rockefeller 
Institute for Medical Research in New York who studied the eastern equine encephalitis virus 
and became infected with it in 1959. Shope had collected mosquitoes suspected of carrying the 
virus. He was bitten and, when he started to have chills with muscle and joint pain, he asked a 
colleague, Delphine Clarke, to take a sample of his blood and examine it to search for the 
encephalitis virus, which she found. Up to then the virus had usually been isolated from brain 
and other tissues after the patient s death; so that was the first time the virus had been found in 
the blood of a patient. The virus did not attack Shope s brain; in fact, he survived and escaped 
paralysis and other frequent consequences of the disease such as mental impairment. 

Among the emerging diseases of the twentieth century, Lassa fever virus has become a growing 
public health concern. Lassa fever owes its name to the Nigerian village of Lassa, where the first 
cases were detected in the 1950s. Sonia Buckley (1918-2005), Jordi Casals-Ariet (1911-2004) and 
Wilbur G. Downs (1913-1991), from The Yale Arbovirus Research Unit at Yale University, isolated 
this virus from three missionary nurses from the USA who worked in northern Nigeria and 
became ill. Two of the nurses died, and the third one was sent to the USA, where she recovered 
after a nine-week stay in the hospital. In June 1969, Casals-Ariet fell ill, but did not initially relate 
his severe thigh-muscle pain to the disease because the nurses had not manifested this symptom. 
The physicians who were treating him were soon convinced that he had Lassa fever, but confirming 
the diagnosis would have taken 96 hours, and Casals-Ariet, who was already severely ill, would 
surely not have survived. His doctors took a risky decision: they called the nurse who had survived 
the first outbreak of the disease, took some of her blood, separated the plasma fraction that 
contained antibodies, and injected them into Casals-Ariet, who then recovered. Around 
Thanksgiving that same year, Juan Roman, a technician working on Casals-Ariet s team, fell ill 
and died a few weeks later. 

Nowadays no one expects any microbiologist to infect himself or herself to prove or disprove a 
hypothesis. However, in 1982, Barry Marshall, co discoverer, with J. Robin Warren, of the role of 
Helicobacter pylori as causal agent of gastric ulcers for which they were awarded the 2005 Nobel 
Prize of Physiology or Medicine swallowed a culture of the bacterium to prove his and Warren s 
hypothesis, which had been greeted with skepticism by their colleagues. 

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) is an emerging disease of the twenty-first century 
caused by an unusual influenza-like virus. The first outbreak occurred in the Vietnam-French 
Hospital in Hanoi, Vietnam in 2003. Aware of the potential danger of the infection, many of those 
infected decided to quarantine themselves inside the hospital, to protect their families and the 
community. Carlo Urbani (1956-2003), from WHO office in Hanoi, died on March 29,2003 with 
this disease. Urbani s wife was very concerned about his husband s close contact with patients 
suffering from such a severe and highly contagious disease.  The abundant correspondence and 
reports he sent to colleagues from March 4 to March 10 his last week at work before falling ill  
illustrates his uncommon abilities as a clinician, his competence as an epidemiologist and expert 
in infectious diseases, and his devotion to patients.
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Concluding remarks 

Nowadays, laboratories where infectious microorganisms are studied have adopted strict biosafety 
standards regarding practices, equipment and facilities to prevent any possible hazard to the 
staff, the environment and the community. In the last few years, some countries including the 
USA seem to be more concerned over biosecurity than over biosafety, and have adopted measures 
to prevent access to microorganisms that could be used as bioweapons. After several cases in 
which scientists have been charged with infringing the rules for the handling of hazardous 
biological materials, others have given up their research and considered that dangers coming 
from political interference can be even worse than those intrinsic to their own work in the 
laboratory. 

(S S Kanwar is Professor & Head Department of Microbiology, COBS) 

Talking Science 

 Aditya - 1  : India s first solar satellite 
Shrishti Walia 

Aditya,  is a spacecraft whose mission is to study 
the Sun. It was conceptualised by the Advisory 
Committee for Space Research in January 2008. 
It has been designed and will be built and 
launched by the Indian Space Research 
Organisation (ISRO). ISRO Chairman announced 
the approval of this mission on 10 November 
2008. 

Aditya is proposed to be sent to space by 2012 to 
study the solar corona. This part of the Sun has 
temperatures of over one million degrees, with 
raging solar winds that reach a velocity of up to 
1000 km a second. The satellite will carry as its payload an advanced solar coronagraph. 

It will be a small 100 kilograms (220 lb) satellite projected to cost about Rs. 50 crore (US$ 10 
million), and likely to be placed into a near earth orbit of 600 km. The spacecraft s mission will be 
to study the fundamental problems of coronal heating, and other phenomena that take place in 
the Earth s magnetosphere. Premature end of Chandrayaan -1 was triggered by solar radiations. 
Informations obtained by Aditya-1 satellite may keep future satellites safe from sun s energy. An 
advanced solar coronograph on board will be in  the sun s outermost region , where temperature 
rise to more than a million degrees and solar flares erupt, releasing so much energy as to endanger 
satellites and even disrupt power transmission on Earth. Its launch in 2012 shall coincide with 
the  solar maximum  or a phase of high solar dyanism . It will complement ground based telescopes 
and other space missions, forming a suite of instruments to study the effects of solar flares and 
coronal mass ejection on the near-earth environment and improve the predictability of space 
weather events. About 30 scientists are working together on Aditya-1. 

(Source: Newspaper / Web)
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Poem 

But why 
Adity Sharma 

If varied paths lead us to the same god 

Why do we abuse other religions and consider them fraud? 

If the poor are condemned with theft, 

Why are the wealthy hypocrites left? 

If all the rubbish is thrown away in the dustbin, 

Why in the dirty ocean of lust and pride do we swim? 

If the harvest is reaped as you sow the seed 

Why don t we realize the result of our evil deed? 

If only we understand the significance of our precious life, 

Why would there be any tributes in our stride? 

Humour 
Tom-  How should I convey the news to my father that I have failed?  
David    You just send a telegram: Result declared, past year s performance 

repeated.  
Teacher    Can anybody give an example of COINCIDENCE?  
Student    My mother and father got married on the same day and at the same time.  
Boss-  I am giving you job as a driver. Starting salary is Rs 2000. Is it ok?  
Driver-  You are great sir! Starting salary is ok but.... how much is the  driving 

salary?  
Sir-  A=B, B=C so A=C, . Prove this with example.  
Student    Sir, I love you, you love your daughter. So I love your daughter." 
Aristotle -  It is the nature of chickens to cross roads." 
Isaac Newton -  Chickens at rest tend to say at rest, chicken in motion tends to cross road 

in motion." 
Albert Einstein - Whenever the chicken crossed the road or the road moved beneath the 

chicken depends on your Frame of Reference." 
Werner  We are not sure which side of the road the chicken was on, but it was 
Meisenbery - moving very fast.  
Wolfgang  There already was a chicken on this side of the road." 
Paule - 
Teacher -  What is the formula of Water?" 
Student -  H I J K L M N O." 
Teacher -  What is this?" 
Student -  Yesterday, you told that formula of water is H 2 to O."
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Reminiscences (10 Questions) 

I cherish my stint in college... 
Brajesh Kaistha 

1. How would you rate the days as a student you spent in the College of Basic Sciences? 

Very Good 

Why so? 

Student life is all about getting good guidance for one s career and future, having fun and 
making some long lasting friendships. I think I was able to have all these during my stay in 
COBS, my alma mater. 

2. Anything in particular that you liked/disliked the most about the College? 

Having done my +1 and +2 in DAV College Kangra, I was already aware of how college life 
is. But all my notions were proved wrong when I stepped into COBS. It was so different from 
a normal degree college. Everyone knew each other by first name, the atmosphere was always 
friendly, no politics, just pure culture. 

This is something which I really liked a lot. 

3. What has your stint in the college meant to you? 

Well, it shaped up my whole life in a way, not only professionally but also personally. So my 
stint in college is definitely very important part of my life, which I cherish even today. 

4. Who was your favourite teacher/subject during that time and why? 

This is a tough one. Every teacher is unique in his/ her own way. But my personal favourites 
have always been Prof R G Sud and Prof N K Gupta, both of them for their style of teaching 
and their amicable nature. 

I also liked Prof Kiran Katoch,  Dr M K Gupta and Mr Kapil Sharma a lot the latter two, 
especially for their ever helping and jolly nature. 

My favourite subjects have always been Chemistry and Life sciences (in general) right from 
the school time and that is well evident from the type of research that I m involved in these 
days. 

5. Any interesting or funny or amusing personal incident or anecdote that you can recall? 

Yeah, this one I can never forget. No offence meant to anyone, but this is about a lecture from 
Prof B C Kaistha. On that day we (more or less the whole class) were not in a mood to study 
but could not skip the lecture due to attendance considerations. Dr Kaistha, as far as I 
remember, had a little forgetful nature. So he started teaching and we all were smiling since 
he was teaching the same thing which he had actually taught the day before. No one 
interrupted him but at the fag end of the lecture he realized this. But he is such a wonderful 
person that he also laughed along with us for this and gave us rest of the 10 minutes off. 

6. Any day which was the happiest one for you during that period? 

This of course was when I got selected for M.Tech. in Bioinformatics in IIIT Allahabad.
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7. And the saddest one? 

Can t really remember.Hardly any. 

8. What are the positives and negatives of the college in your perception? 

Infrastructure and faculty are definitely the very strong positives for the college. 

As for the  negatives, I m not much aware of the present state, but during our days we missed 
a good college library and a computer centre for the students with internet. But if I m correct 
these are already there now. 

9. Any suggestions to make it one of the world s best? 

I think it already is one of the very best. This is easily proved if we see where our people have 
ended up after completion of their stint in college. We have all kinds of alumni from the 
college, be it Defence personals, MBAs, MCAs, Researchers or people in good positions in 
Pvt. companies. 

What we lack is good networking between the alumni of the college. This is very important 
to sustain the quality in any institution of repute.  Maybe there are already efforts going on in 
this regard to have a strong alumni association and to arrange alumni meets once a while. 

10. What message would you like to give to the students now studying in the College? 

Work hard but also have great fun. Make the best of the possible use of getting the opportunity 
to study in such a wonderful college with such a great faculty. 

(Alumnus Brajesh Kaistha after his graduation and post graduation from COBS did his PhD at 
Germany and is based there) 
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Talking Science 

Black holes and beyond 
Aditi Sood 

The phenomenon of black holes triggers the curiosity of every human mind. Black holes were the 
topic of the development of Newtonian physics. New thrust was given to it after the advent of the 
theory of relativity. Even till today, the concept of the black holes is not very clear and the 
astrophysicists are still trying to find the mystery behind them. 

Televisions and movies have always portrayed them as time traveling tunnels to another 
dimensions and cosmic vacuum cleaners. It is better that these myths are cleared from our minds, 
after reading this article. As science and technology advances, scientists try to find ways to explain 
these mysteries. String theory, Quantum theory are the latest in this endeavour. 

The term black hole is of recent origin. It was coined by American scientist John Wheeler but his 
idea was after the advent of the Einstein s theory of General Relativity in the year 1915. Black 
holes is a hypothetical region of force that has so much mass concentrated in them that there is no 
way due to its gravity for the nearby objects including the electromagnetic rays to escape from its 
vicinity. 

The black holes can be said to be the evolutionary end points of stars which are very massive as 
compared to our sun. They undergo supernova explosions at a cost of losing its nuclear fuel. As 
the fuel is exhausted in the core of the star therefore there is no other outward force to oppose the 
gravitational force and hence the star collapses in on itself due to this. 

The star eventually collapses to the point of zero volume and infinite density and this point is called 
the singularity point (or the centre of the black hole). The black hole is surrounded by a spherical 
boundary called the event horizon through which the light radiations can pass but cannot escape 
out. This therefore appears to be totally dark as we are not able to see any light coming from them 
that can reach us and hence they remain unnoticed by us but yes their gravitational attraction can be 
surely felt. So we simply call them black holes or black voids in space.
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'Fast' food for thought 

d SMS language 
Vaibhav Kalia 

SMS language is a term for the abbreviations and slang most commonly used due to the necessary 
brevity of mobile phone text messaging, in particular the widespread SMS (short message 
standard) communication protocol. SMS language is also common on the Internet, including in 
e-mail and instant messaging. It can be likened to a rebus, which uses pictures and single letters 
or numbers to represent whole words (e.g.  i <3 u  which uses the pictogram of a heart for love, 
and the letter u replaces you). 

For words which have no common abbreviation, users most commonly remove the vowels from 
a word, and the reader is required to interpret a string of consonants by re-adding the vowels 
(e.g. dictionary becomes dctnry and keyboard becomes kybrd). The reader must interpret the 
abbreviated words depending on the context in which it is used, as there are many examples of 
words or phrases which use the same abbreviations (e.g., lol could mean laugh out loud or lots of 
love, and cryn could mean crayon or cryin(g)). 

SMS language does not always obey or follow standard grammar, and additionally the words 
used are not usually found in standard dictionaries or recognized by language academies. SMS 
language is similar to that used by those sending telegraphs that are charged by the word. People 
wanting to save money began shortening their messages to pay a smaller amount. 

SMS language is a nascent dialect of English that subverts letters and numbers to produce ultra- 
concise words and sentiments. The invention of mobile phone messages may be considered as its 
source, although elliptical styles of writing date back to at least the days of telegraphese. There 
are no standard rules for writing SMS languages, and a lot of words can also be shortened, such 
as  text  being shortened into  txt . Words can also be combined with numbers to make them 
shorter, such as  later , which changes into  l8r , using the numeral  8  for its phonetic 
pronunciation. It is similar to Internet slang and Telex speak, and has evolved from the shorthand 
use in Internet chat rooms to accommodate the small number of characters allowed (early SMS 
permitted only 160 characters and some carriers charge messages by the number of characters 
sent), and as a convenient language for the small keyboards on mobile phones. 

Single letters can replace words 

be  = b because  =  b/c see  =  c the  =  da, de or d 
okay  = k are  =  r you  =  u with  =  wit 
without  = w/o why  =  y oh  =  o but = bt 

Single digits can replace words 
ate  = 8 for  =  4 to or too  =  2 won  =  1 

A single letter or digit can replace a syllable 
ate  =  8 great  =  gr8 wait  =  w8 and  = & 
later  = l8r or l8a skate  =  sk8 skater  =  sk8r tomorrow  =  2mro 
for or fore  =  4, before  =  (combining both of the above) b4 therefore  =  thr4 
once  = 1ce
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Combinations of the above can shorten a single or multiple words 
Your and You re become ur, yr, or u re 

Common abbreviations 
As far as I know afaik As soon as possible ASAP At the moment atm 
Be right back brb By the way btw For your Information FYI 
Got to go g2g or gtg Great gr8 I don t know idk 
I love you ily or 143 In my opinion imo Just kidding or Joking jk 

Laughing out loud lol Later l8r Oh my god omg 
Take care tc Talk to you later tty l8r 

(Vaibhav Kalia is Assistant Professor,  Centre for Geo-informatics, COBS) 

On the lighter side 

The life of a science student 
Sakshi Sharotri 

A science student leads a life full of worries and cares. He cannot enjoy sound sleep because 
 sound  of Physics is always sounding in his ears. The  force of attraction  always attracts him 
towards the text books while the  force of repulsion  always repels him from studying them. The 
 Physical Balance  in physics and  Chemical Balance  in Chemistry always put his mind out of 
balance and electric charges always discharge him. When he opens the chapter on  equilibrium  

in Physics and Chemistry, the equilibrium of his mind is 
disturbed and it cannot attain the position of equilibrium 
without learning the   general condition of the equilibrium 
in  Statics . Similarly when he opens the chapter on 
 Current electricity  in physics the current of fear begins 
to flow through his body. 

A science student reads about a number of catalysts which 
in different chemical reactions increase or decrease the 
rate of occurrence of that particular reaction but he finds 
no catalyst which would increase the rate of his studies 
and decrease the rate of his worries. 

A science student tries to learn everything by hook and 
crook in order to pass the examination but  when he steps 
into the examination hall his brain begins to beat with 

the heat of friction to remember but due to great heat  produced in his brain everything  gets 
evaporated so some how or the other he tries the principle, 

 TRY AND TRY AGAIN 
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Talking Science 

Puzzling mysteries 
Radhesh C Sharma 

Gravity Hill 

Have you ever heard of a place on earth that defies gravity? Unbelievable, is it? Nestled in the lap 
of snow-caped Himalayan ranges and silver valleys, Ladakh in India has a Magnetic hill where 

a vehicle moves up a steep hill even with its 
ignition off. The Magnetic hill or Gravity Hill 
is situated at a distance of 30 km from the 
capital city Leh and is located on the Leh- 
Kargil-Baltik national highway, at a height 
of 14,000 feet above sea level. 

The magnetic power here can be 
experienced by switching off the vehicle at 
a certain spot here. You will notice the 
vehicle moving up the hill in no time at a 
speed of about 20 km/hr. The experience is 
also termed as Himalayan wonder and is a 
must-see if you happen to venture into the 

Himalayan territory of this part of the world. 

Even while flying around this region, one can feel the pull of magnetic field. As reported by the 
local people and Indo Tibetan Border Police (ITBP), when the helicopters and aircrafts come with 
in the radius of this hill, they start to jerk. To avoid accidents, the fliers are advised to fly at 
specific speed and height. 

The area has become a popular sight seeing place also because of the Sikh Gurudwara near the 
hill which is maintained by the Indian Army. Guru Nanak Dev, the first of the ten Gurus of 
Sikhism had meditated near this hill in the 17th century. The Magnetic wonder combined with 
religious sentiments makes this place a must visit while travelling to Ladakh. 

The Giant Stone Balls of Costa Rica 

Deep in the jungles of Costa Rica, back in the 1940s, 
workmen clearing dense jungle for a United Fruit 
Company banana plantation were amazed to find 
dozens of large stone ball-shaped objects, many of them 
perfectly spherical. They varied in size from as small as 
a tennis ball up to an astonishing 8 feet in diameter and 
weighing 16 tons. Almost all of them are made of 
granodiorite, a hard, igneous stone not local to the 
region. The probability is that they were man-made but, 
if so, how did primitive people with crude tools manage 
to sculpt huge artifacts like these with such great 
precision, and why? The giant stone balls of Costa Rica remain a mystery.
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Mysterious Stones of Death Valley 

The mysterious moving stones of the 
packed-mud desert of Death Valley, 
located near the border of California and 
Nevada USA, have been a center of 
scientific controversy for decades. Rocks 
weighing up to hundreds of pounds have 
been known to move up to hundreds of 
yards at a time. Some scientists have 
proposed that a combination of strong 
winds and surface ice account for these 
movements. However, this theory does 
not explain evidence of different rocks 
starting side by side and moving at 
different rates and in disparate directions. 
Moreover, the physics calculations do not 
fully support this theory as wind speeds of hundreds of miles per hour would be needed to move 
some of the stones. 

As the years proceed, each stone takes its own different path. Some stones make linear turns 
others make oval turns while others create a wavy shape on their tracks. No one has ever seen 
them move and nobody knows the speed they move with. The mysterious sailing stones of Death 
Valley turn while they are sliding through the flat leveled valley and this leaves different tracks 
behind them. Some stones move further than others over two to five years. 

The Bermuda Triangle 

The Bermuda Triangle, also known as the 
Devil s Triangle, lies between Miami in 
Florida, San Juan in Puerto Rico and the 
Bahamas. Within that area there have been 
many unexplained disappearances of boats 
and planes. Additionally, it is alleged, 
compasses do not operate normally inside the 
triangle. Theories about why so many vessels 
have disappeared in this stretch of water 
include strange magnetic fields, time warps, 
the lost continent of Atlantis, and alien 
abduction. Other proposed explanations 
include physical forces unknown to science, 
a  hole in the sky,  and an unusual chemical 
component in the region s seawater. Several 
books have suggested that an intelligent, 
technologically advanced race living in space 

or under the sea has been responsible for jamming equipment and leading ships and planes to 
disaster. 

(Radhesh C Sharma is Associate Professor,  Department of Physical Sciences and Languages,COBS)
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Talking Science 

Discoveries by chance 
Sakshi Sharotri 

l Polythene 

by Hans Von Pechmaa who prepared it by accident in 1898 while 
heating diazomethane. 

l Teflon 

by Ray J. Plumgett, who was trying to develop a new gas for 
refrigeration and had a slick substance instead that was used for 
lubrication of machine parts. 

l Cyan a acrylate-based super glue (Krazy glue) 

was accidentally twice discovered by Blarry Coover. First he was developing a clear plastic 
and later when he was trying to develop a heat resistant polymer for jet canopies. 

l Rayon 

the first synthetic silk was discovered by French chemist Hilaire de Chardommet, an assistant 
to Louis Pasture. He spilled a bottle of collodion and later found that he could draw strands 
from the evaporated viscous liquid. 

l Penicillin 

by Alexander Fleming. He failed to disinfect cultures of bacteria only to find them 
contaminated with penllium moulds which killed the bacteria. 

l The anesthetic nitrous oxide (laughing gas) 

initially well known for altered behaviour. Its properties were discovered by British chemist 
Humphoy Dany, who tested the gas on himself and some of his friends. 

l Bioelectricity 

by Luigi Golvani. He was dissecting a frog at a table where he had been conducting 
experiments. His assistant touched an exposed static nerve and felt a shock. 

l Vaccination 

Discovered by English physician Edward Jenner, after he observed that milkmaids did not 
catch smallpox after exposure to benign cowpox. 

l Bose-rinstein statistics. 

Discovered by S. N. Bose when a mathematical error surprisingly explained anomalous data. 

l X-rays 

by Willim Koentgen. Interested in investigating cathodic ray tubes, he noticed that some 
fluorescent papers in his lab were illuminated at a distance although his apparatus had an 
opaque cover. 

l Cora flakes and wheat flakes 

were accidentally discovered by the Kelloggs brothers in 1898, when they left cooked wheat 
unattended for a day and tried to roll the mass, obtaining a flaky material instead of a sheet.
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Short Story 

The other Saurav 
Ramendra Kumar 

 Saurav, the topic for the elocution has been announced,  yelled Arif waving to his friend. Arif 
was  standing  in front of the  school  notice  board. Saurav had just emerged from the  library. 
What is it?  he asked walking towards Arif. 

 It is quite interesting.  My Role Model .  
Saurav,  a class nine student of G.T. Public School was  the best debater of his school. A health 
drink company was organising an elocution competition among school students of Pune.  The 
preliminary round had been conducted in different schools.  From G.T. Public School, Saurav 
and Arif had been picked up. 
That evening, after school, as Saurav  cycled home the topic kept  buzzing  in  his head. However, 
when he reached  home  all thoughts of the competition flew out of his mind. He was  greeted by 
his kid brother Gaurav at the door. 
 Saurav,  terrific   news! India is batting and  Dravid  and Ganguly are  going great guns.  It was 
a vital  encounter between India and Sri  Lanka   in the  1999  Cricket World Cup. A loss to Sri 
Lanka would   send India packing. 
Saurav  was crazy about cricket and even crazier  about  his idol  Saurav  Ganguly.  Like his more 
illustrious  namesake  our Saurav  was  a  left-handed batsman.  He played for his school team 
and on the field was called  Gangu  by his friends. 
That  evening  Ganguly smashed  a record breaking  183  runs and his fan Saurav was on cloud 
nine. As his idol walked back  to the pavilion  after tearing the Sri Lankan attack to  smithereens 
Saurav knew who his role model was. It  was none other than   his hero Saurav Ganguly. 
The  next few days Saurav spent in jotting down  his  points and  polishing  them. One evening he 
switched on The Star News channel at ten. There was a special report on the war in  Kargil. Six 
bodies of Indian soldiers had been received. Post-mortem had revealed  that the soldiers had 
been tortured for days and  their bodies  badly  mutilated. He sat for an hour watching the grim 
pictures and listening to the correspondents describing in graphic detail the savagery and the 
cruelty of the enemy and the brave martyrdom of the Indian soldiers. He watched mesmerised as 
an old father spoke about his son s sacrifice, a feeble mother, pushing back   the   tears,   expressed 
her pride in her son s sacrifice......That night Saurav couldn t sleep. 
Two days later  was the elocution competition. 
There were 22 participants and Saurav was the fifteenth one. 
 Honourable  judges  and friends, when I came  to  know  the topic of the elocution competition 
I was quite pleased. It really wasn t  very difficult for me to choose my role model. It had to be 
Saurav Ganguly, the batting sensation of the 1999 Cricket World Cup.  With two  Man of the 
Match  titles under his belt he had outshone even the incomparable Sachin Tendulkar. And with 
the World Cup  reaching  its final stages and the cricket fever reaching its peak,  a cricketer  as a 
role model would be a politically correct  choice too. After all cricket is the only thing that drives 
the nation. Cricket is our passion, our obsession. 
"There is a war going on in Kargil. Our valiant soldiers are braving the most unforgiving of 
climatic conditions and   the most inhospitable of terrains but we Indians are hardly concerned.
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We are  more  bothered about the bouncers of  the Pakistani fast bowler Shoab Akhtar  than  the 
mortar  fire of his countrymen. We are more concerned about the state  of the Old Trafford Pitch 
than the conditions  at  Batalik where  our soldiers are battling the enemy at a height  of  14000 
feet and dying by the hour. To us cricket is more important than country. 

 Why  should we pay attention to Kargil? We are a nation of peace lovers and cricket is all about 
peace whereas Kargil is all about war - declared or undeclared. 

 All  our patriotism, all our jingoism is restricted  to  the cricket field. When India beats Pakistan 
in cricket we go berserk with pleasure. But when Indians die fighting in Dras we  scarcely spare 
a  thought. When Saurav Ganguly twists a knee the entire nation suffers cramps. But when 
Lieutenant Saurav Kalia s  mutilated body is received on the border, hardly a tear is shed. 

 Even an intellectual actor like Naseeruddin Shah sings paeans to cricket. The game, he says, is 
all about  character,  ability and  will  power.  And what is Kargil all about  -  surviving  at 
altitudes  of 14,000 feet, in temperatures which are minus  thirteen degrees Celsius  on a normal 
day, inching up gradients which are  almost  vertical, meeting headlong artillery  fire,  heating 
snow to get a few drops of water, going without food for days.... But to most people this  doesn t 
require character, ability  and will power; only cricket does. 

 Honourable Judges and friends, you may accuse me of jingoism but my heroes are not the 
flannelled icons jumping up and down  on cricket  fields but the brave young men fighting for 
their  country s honour in conditions which are sub-human. 

 I do not know whether you are aware that while our  beloved 
cricketers enjoy six course lunches, eleven course dinners  with 
Presidents, Prime Ministers and High Commissioners  our 
indomitable soldiers have to survive on a diet of ghurchana and 
mathri. While  our cricket demigods  bask in the warm glow  of 
adulation and adoration our courageous patriots struggle to breath 
while inching up  walls of rock and snow which go up to a height of 
17,000 feet. While  our cricketers spend their time and energy in 
persuading  consumers  to  buy colas and cars, tyres  and  TVs  our soldiers  give their life and 
blood defending the borders of  the nation.  While  our cricketers get paid in crores  for  endorsing 
luxury  products, our soldiers earn a pittance in  comparison,  to stake  their life for the honour of 
the country. I   learnt  just the other day that an Indian Air Force Pilot s monthly pay is  Rs 14,000 
while a cricketer s one day fee is Rs 90,000. Hindustan Lever has made a truly patriotic offer. 
They have declared that every time a sachet of Clinic Shampoo is  purchased, one  rupee  will go 
to the Indian cricket  team.  Our  cricketing heroes,  who  already have more money than they 
know what  to  do with,  get the largesse of benevolent marketers. While our  valiant martyrs are 
left to fend for themselves. Why? Simply because Cricket makes more marketing sense than 
Kargil. 

 Our  fighters court death every second and every  minute  so that  we  can  spend our time in the 
cosy comfort  of  our  homes watching our flanneled heroes  making asses of themselves on  the 
cricket  pitch. Under-armed, under-nourished  and  under-prepared our troops fight to annex 
Tololin peak and Batalik while our over-pampered,  over-fed and certainly over-exposed 
sportsmen  lose shamelessly to Zimbabwe, the minnows of the game, at Leicester. 

 So, Honourable Judges and friends, my hero is neither Rahul Dravid   nor Sachin Tendulkar. My
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hero is the relatively  unknown soldier who is fighting silently, resolutely, till his last gasp, till 
the  last  drop of his blood, only to  keep  our  tricolour aloft. He has many names. You can call 
him Major R.S. Adhikari or Sergeant Raj Kishore Sahu. You can name him Lance Havaldar 
Ramkumar  or Major Mariappan Saravanan. You can call him Captain  P.V. Vikram   or Naik 
Chaman  Singh. But if you want to give him one particular name than you can call him Saurav. 
Not the Saurav  who wields  the willow but the other Saurav - the one who wields  the assault 
rifle  - Lieutenant Saurav Kalia of the 4  Jat  Regiment who along with six brave men suffered 
inhuman torture but  didn t yield. The Saurav  who died second by second and inch by inch, so 
that we can live in peace. He is my role model. 

"Whenever I think of him my heart goes out -  yeh dil  maange more  - not more of Pepsi or any 
other cola but more and more  of Saurav Kalias so that we can continue holding our heads high 
and declare -  Saare Jahan Se Achha Hindustan Hamara.  

 Thank you!  

Saurav walked back to thunderous applause. Arif squeezed his hands. 

 That was terrific. But you know the chairman of the Jury is Raju  Mennon,  the former test 
cricketer. I don t think  he  will quite like what  you said.  

 Arif, I really am not too bothered about the result. I just wanted  to  make  a point and I made it. 
I  don t  have  anything against cricket and cricketers and you know it. It is just that I am concerned 
about the misplaced priorities of our countrymen.  A game  should  be treated as a game not as an 
industry,  a  money-making business or a national obsession. And martyrdom should  be given 
the honour and respect it deserves.  

After  all  the participants had spoken there was  a  break. Everyone assembled in the auditorium 
after an hour. 

Raju Mennon took the mike. 

 Friends, it was indeed a great experience listening to all the young  men  and women speak 
about their role models. Some  of  the ideas  and choices were cliched while others really stood 
out.  I have played cricket for India and cricket is my life. When Saurav started speaking I didn t 
quite like the  flavour  of  his speech.  I thought he was prejudiced. But soon he swept  me  away 
with his irrefutable logic. I discussed with the other members of   the jury. They too agreed with 
me. While he was a trifle harsh on our cricket stars and our obsession with them, his words  rang 
true.  The  points he made go beyond the scope of  this  contest. They  concern each and every one 
of us. I am sure like me all  of  you  have been suitably moved to pause and reflect on the way  we 
view any issue of concern be it Kargil or cricket. The choice of the jury is unanimous. The best 
speaker trophy goes to Saurav.  

When Saurav  went up to the dais to receive  his award from Raju Mennon,  he received a standing 
ovation. 

 Saurav, I am the President of the Veteran Cricketers Association.  I have decided that I ll mobilise 
our members. We  will hold benefit matches, not for our cricketers but the families of our  brave 
martyrs,  Raju Mennon said while handing  Sourav  the winner s trophy. 

(Ramendra Kumar is a childrens  writer in English with over 13 books. While writing is his passion,  on 
the professional front he is working as Assistant General Manager, Rourkela Steel Plant (SAIL), Rourkela. 
This short story was written while he was working on a project related to  role model  for children. His 
website (http://www.ramendra.in) hosts many articles. He is also the Editor of www.BoloKids.com (Published 
from New York) - a complete portal for the young and the young at heart)
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Reminiscences (10 Questions) 

College days are perhaps the best... 
Sunita Chauhan 

1. How would you rate the days as a student you spent in the College 
of Basic Sciences? 

Good. 

Why so? 

I didn t like the  college so much at the time I was there... but now I 
realise more and more just how happy I was. No taxes, no job, no 
mortgage... yeah, I would love to be back! Happiest days of my life. It 
was better than working. 

2. Anything in particular that you liked/disliked the most about the College? 

I like the teachers who are very talented as well as friendly and this kind of teaching atmosphere 
I found nowhere else. 

3. What has your stint in the college meant to you? 

College days are perhaps the best days in my life where I found myself. College time is a life 
which we don t want to stop.This is the place where I spent the golden moments of my life. 

4. Who was your favourite teacher/subject during that time and why? 

My favourite teacher was Dr (Mrs) Kiran Katoch. She used to teach us Zoology and I liked 
this subject at that time. 

5. Any interesting or funny or amusing personal incident or anecdote that you can recall? 

One day my tutor asked me  Sunita who teaches you Physical chemistry  I replied  Chotu 
sir    this name was given by my classmates and the actual name of sir was Dr B C Kaistha. 
I felt embarrassed and felt sorry for that mistake. 

6. Any day which was the happiest one for you during that period? 

I felt on top of the world when I got to know that I have qualified NET and I got this news on 
my birthday. This was the happiest day of my life. 

7. And the saddest one? 

I secured an OGPA of 7.48/10.00 instead of 7.5/10.00 in B.Sc so I lost the opportunity of 
receiving certificate of honour in B.Sc. This moment was the saddest one. 

8. What are the positives and negatives of the college in your perception? 

Positives- 

Teachers are really talented, hard working and experienced. 

External system of examination. 

Negatives- 

Admissions in the college are on merit basis rather than on entrance examination basis. 

9. Any suggestions to make it one of the world s best? 

I want to give one suggestion that the criterion of admissions in this college should be changed.
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It should be based on entrance examination rather than on merit basis. I personally feel that 
marks do not determine our ability so this criterion is responsible for degrading the quality of 
education to some extent. 

10. What message would you like to give to the students now studying in the College? 

My message for the students now studying in the college is  AIM FOR THE MOON  YOU 
WILL FALL AMONG STARS . I firmly believe in the adage,  Nothing is Impossible . 
Determination and perseverance were the words that echoed in my ears throughout. The 
greatest obstacle was this feeling -  I can t . 

(Alumnus Ms Sunita Chauhan is presently teaching in Department of Microbiology, COBS) 

Food for thought 

Three things 
Shivani Sharma 

Three things to value- 
Health, Wealth and Time. 

Three things to stick- 
Promise, Love and Friendship. 

Three things to watch- 
Behaviour, Character and word. 

Three things to love- 
Truth, Honesty and Purity. 

Three things to see- 
Welfare, Progress and goodness. 

Three things to avoid- 
Drinking, Gambling and Smoking. 

Three things to respect- 
Old age, Law and Religion 

Three things to remember always- 
God, Death and Debt. 

Three things to avail- 
Right moment, Chance and Success.
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Food for thought 

Michael Faraday's advice to the lecturer 

Michael Faraday was born on September 22, 1791. He is 
generally acclaimed as the founder of the scienceof 
electrochemistry. Faraday entered the Royal Institution 
(U.K.) as a laboratory assistant in 1813 and became 
Directorof the Laboratory in 1825. In 1834, he demonstrated 
the proportionality between the quantities of electrical 
charge and resulting chemical change, giving us thereby 
the Faraday constant. He also coined words now familiar 
in our scientific language: ion, anion, cation, electrode, 
cathode and anode. Faraday s scholarly contributions have 
helped to shape the chemical sciences, including many 
aspects of analytical chemistry. 

The original form of this Editorial was published in 1992 
(p 131 A), shortly after the 200th anniversary of Faraday s 
birth. Scientific symposia were held by several organizations 
during 1991 in commemoration of Faraday s past scholarly 
works. Faraday was more than a brilliant scholar. His 
philosophy of lecturing has not lost its relevance over the 
years and is worth remembering by those who lecture in coming years. The following are excerpts 
from letters by Faraday to his friend Benjamin Abbott that were collected in an 1869 biography 
(The Life and Letters of Faraday) prepared by the Royal Institution and later presented in a 1960 
Royal Institution anthology entitled Advice to a Lecturer. 

On the Lecturer 

"A lecturer should appear easy and collected, undaunted and unconcerned, his thoughts . . . and 
his mind clear and free for the contemplation and description of his subject. His action should 
[be] . . . slow, easy, and natural. . . [with] changes of the posture of the body . . . to avoid the air of 
stiffness or sameness. . . . His whole behavior should evince a respect for his audience, and he 
should in no case forget that he is in their presence. . . . [H]e should never (if possible) turn his 
back to them, but should give them full reason to believe that all his powers have been exerted 
for their pleasure and instruction.  

On His Delivery 

 The most prominent requisite to a lecturer, though perhaps not really the most important, is a 
good delivery; for though to all true philosophers, science and nature will have charms 
innumerable in every dress, yet I am sorry to say that the generality of mankind cannot accompany 
us one short hour unless the path is strewed with flowers. In order therefore, to gain the attention 
of an audience . . . pay some attention to the manner of expression. The utterance should not be 
. . . hurried, but . . . conveying ideas with ease. . . and infusing them with clearness and readiness 
into the minds of the audience.  

On His Diction 

 A lecturer should endeavour . . . to obtain. . . the power of clothing his thoughts and ideas in
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language smooth and harmonious and at the same time simple and easy.  His periods should be 
. . . complete and expressive, conveying clearly the whole of the ideas. . . . If they are long or 
obscure, . . . they give rise to a degree of labour in the minds of the hearers which quickly causes 
lassitude, indifference, and even disgust.  

On Duration 

 A lecturer should exert his utmost effort to gain completely the mind and attention of his audience 
and irresistibly to make them join in his ideas to the end of the subject. He should endeavour to 
raise their interest at the commencement of the lecture and by . . . gradations . . . keep it alive as 
long as the subject demands it. No breaks or digressions foreign to the purpose should have a 
place . . . [and] no opportunity should be allowed . . . in which their minds could wander. . . . 
Digressions take the audience from the main subject and then you have the labour of bringing 
them back again (if possible). For the same reason (namely that the audience should not grow 
tired) I disapprove of long lectures.  One hour is enough for anyone. . . 

 Faraday offers good advice to the college or university teacher, to those in industry in the course 
of instructing their employees, and to those speaking at professional conferences. I am grateful to 
Professor Dudley Herschbach of HarvardUniversity, another notable lecturer, for providing a 
copy of Advice to Lecturers. 

(Contributed by Om P Sharma, Scientist Incharge, IVRI Unit, Palampur. Article  Source: The Internet) 

Poem 

A mystery about flowers 
Anika Kumari 

Flowers from clods of clay and mud 
Flowers so bright, and grass so green 
Tell me, blade and leaf, and bud 
How is it you are all so clean? 

If my fingers touch these sods, 
See, they are streaked with sticky earth, 
You spring from clayey clods, 
Still chaste of fresh and fair from birth. 

Do you wash yourself at night? 
In the royal bath of diamond dew, 
That you look so fresh and bright, 
When the morning dawns on you. 

So tell me, blade and leaf, and bud 
Flower so fair and grass so green 
Growing out of clay and mud 
How is it you are so clean?
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Reminiscences... 

Life's a Kinnoo 
Mahima Negi 

Mahima Negi spent the early years of her life in the picturesque town of Palampur 
where she attended St. Paul s High School, and graduated from the College of 
Basic Sciences, HPKVV with a B.Sc. in Biology.   Upon completion of her Ph D 
in Microbiology from the IARI, New Delhi, she returned to HPKV, as Assistant 
Professor of Microbiology.  After serving her alma mater for a short span of 1 
year, she moved to the United States of America.  Here she worked as a post- 
doctoral fellow at Rutgers University, Department of Biochemistry and 
Microbiology, and also worked as Adjunct Assistant Professor of Chemical Biology 
at Stevens Institute of Technology where she taught Microbiology and Molecular 

Biology to undergraduate and graduate students.  After working for a few years in academia, she transitioned 
to the  corporate world  and continued to work in R&D at Celgene - a biopharmaceutical company based 
in New Jersey.  Later, while spending precious time with her two children at home, she completed an MBA 
from Rutgers Business School.  She is currently employed in the pharmaceutical sector of Johnson & 
Johnson Company in New Jersey.  She lives in Scotch Plains, NJ with her husband Sudhir and two boys, 
Saumil (15 yrs) and Salil (12 yrs). 

Here in this intimate personal account Mahima recounts some of her fun-filled days spent in the COBS 
which we are sure will take the reader along, in her journey down the memory lane 

- Editor 

 We all have our time machines; some take us back, they re called memories, some take us forward, 
they re called dreams.   The precious time I spent at the College of Basic Sciences, HPKV has left 
me with some awesome memories that have continued to help me fight for my dreams. 

Many-many moons ago, as a 15 year old, when I first stepped on the college campus, I was a bit 
dazed and confused, but wasn t completely unsure of what I wanted from my life. I certainly was 
naïve but not absolutely clueless.  I had heard that college is the best time of your life; a time 
when students explore and create their own identities, develop independence, have fun and 
form bonds with each other.  I quickly discovered that I wasn t alone; most students in my friend- 
circle were riding on the same boat, and while we had our own individual goals in life, we 
shared one common philosophy;  work hard and play even harder!  

I can never forget the great time we used to have; lazing around in the  bee-farm  during our 
spare time and making many memorable trips up to the college canteen or down to the little 
unnamed chai shops. Although, it was weird for someone like me, who doesn t drink tea, to 
make countless trips to these chai-joints, yet I had to be sure that my friends were not deprived of 
my company, so I always obliged and tagged along.   And, yes, our yearly thrill-n-adventure 
packed outings to the youth-festivals across the state are forever etched in my memory. 

There was, however, this one single incident that took place during the last trimester of our TDC 
final year that did transform my life forever.  It was a beautiful, cool spring afternoon; we were 
sitting right outside the girls  common room waiting for our last lecture of the day to start in a 
few minutes.  While we were giggling and laughing as usual, a majdoor woman carrying her 
basket of kinnoos came and sat down beside us. She looked a little glum because she hadn t been
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able to sell the last 20-25 kinnoos still left in her basket.  I don t know what dawned on me and I 
asked her if she would sell the left over kinnoos for one rupee. She readily agreed and in her haste 
to go home, she asked me to leave the empty  tokara  in the common room after we were done 
with eating the fruits.  With just a few minutes remaining for our Chemistry class to begin, there 
wasn t enough time to eat the fruits. Neither did I want to take the risk of leaving the  valuable  
basket unattended in the common room.  So I decided to carry it along to the classroom.  As I 
proudly carried the kinnoo basket on my head, to the classroom which happened to be right 
across the street on the other side of the parking lot, my friends strategized that we should take 
the back row of seats and hide the basket under the chairs.  However, when we reached the 
classroom, we noticed that as usual the boys had already occupied the back rows.  When they 
saw me walk-in, they jumped out of their seats to see what was inside the big basket. Before I 
knew it, kinnoos were flying across the classroom. The boys were just being boys, but I was 
heart-broken to see my hard-earned money being tossed around mercilessly. Before we could 
settle down, the Chemistry Professor had walked-in; he looked furious and demanded to know 
what the ruckus was all about.  There was a deafening silence as he inspected the place where a 
kinnoo explosion seemed to have just taken place, and the battered kinnoo basket sat upside down 
in front of the small classroom.  When nobody said a word for the next few minutes, he turned 
toward the blackboard to write something, but to his [and my] dismay he couldn t write on the 
board.  After breaking a couple of chalks, he quickly figured out that the board had been smeared 
with kinnoos and the sticky juice was preventing him from using the chalks.  Instead of taking 
advantage of the perfect situation to explain acid-base reactions, he seemed even more enraged; 
he asked me straight-out if I knew who had brought the kinnoos to the class.  I knew I was in deep 
trouble, for he had to have seen me walk over to the class with the big basket on my head.  As I 
confessed, he walked out of the class and asked me to see him in his office which was inside the 
gas plant.  Here we had a seemingly long one-sided conversation. At the end of the painful 
monologue, he declared that he had no choice but to mark me absent from the lecture for that 
day.  A few weeks later, just before the final exams, he announced the names of students who 
were not going to be allowed to take the final exam in Chemistry due to their short attendance. 
I was on his list because my attendance was short, and by just ONE measly lecture!  I couldn t 
point my finger at the Student Union for the many [unnecessary] strikes and mandatory mass 
absences from classes, because this last and the most critical absence, was linked directly to my 
solo performance.  I realized that I was not going to graduate with the rest of the class because I 
would be spending my summer vacation on campus re-taking the Chemistry course!  Obviously, 
I was distraught because that also meant that I would miss the application deadline for admission 
to a PG course at HPKV.  I made several futile requests to the Department Head to condone my 
punishment.  But as a  man-of-principles,  he refused to override the Professor s decision.  I ended 
up taking a summer course and graduated months behind my friends. To this day, I believe that 
the penalty was too harsh for the alleged crime I had committed. However, on a brighter note, I 
also feel that while one door was slammed shut on my face another door had opened wide; the 
only other place that was still accepting applications to the graduate programs was the IARI in 
New Delhi.  

As a home-grown pahari girl, I wasn t quite ready to make the move to a big city; yet I applied to 
the IARI Microbiology program and six years later, upon completion of my Ph D, I returned to 
the same campus as an Assistant Professor of Microbiology. The battered kinnoo ka tokara 
seemed to have turned my life around! As a young professor, my biggest asset was my 
inexperience which proved absolutely critical on several occasions since I was also able to view
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things from the students  perspective. The undergrad and post-grad students, I taught during 
my 1-year stint at the college, appeared no different from the students who had walked the HPKV 
campus less than a decade ago; may be a teeny bit more mature and more worldly-wise than the 
students from my generation!  While I recognized their hard work, I also appreciated their fun- 
loving side especially having walked in their shoes not too long ago.  Looking back at the whole 
episode from a mature adult s vantage point, my only suggestion to the professors would be to 
just  chill out  and take it easy on the students.  While it is absolutely crucial to condemn the 
extreme, uncalled-for behavior, I strongly believe that it is equally essential to remain open 
minded and flexible in our approach toward the inconsequential and frivolous conduct. For 
someone has rightly said  the human mind is like an umbrella - it functions best when open.  

Now, 2 decades, 1 husband and 2 kids later, would I ever trade my college life for anything else? 
Would I advise my 15 and 12 year old boys to do anything differently?   Absolutely not!  My 
college life has given me everlasting memories to hang on to and has taught me such valuable 
lessons that no new variety of kinnoo can ever teach anyone! College life s indeed like a kinnoo; a 
little meetha, a little khatta, but always majedaar! 

Food for thought 

Words can change the world 
Shivani Sharma 

Words can change the world. Words are more powerful. For every person who just got a fist in 
the face, there are hundreds who just took a verbal punch in the gut. Words can arouse every 
emotion: awe, hate terror, nostalgia, grief . Words can demoralize a person into torpor, or they 
can spring a person into delight; they can raise him to heights of spiritual and aesthetic experience. 
Words have frightening power. Through communication we develop our own humanity and 
build the bonds that make communities. 

If words can hurt, they can also heal. Think of the four words,  I 
have a dream.  The moment they enter your mind, you know who 
said them and why. They are a call to action and a call to find the 
best part of ourselves. They are a part of history. While the person 
who originally spoke them may have been silenced, the words live 
on with a capacity to change the world through all those who 
embrace them. 

Think of other particularly powerful words: thank you; I m sorry; I 
love you; hope; trust; courage; peace. It is through words that we create our lives and our world, 
that we choose what to pay attention to and make real. Communication plays a tremendous role 
in human affairs. It serves as a means of cooperation and as a weapon of conflict. With it, people 
can solve problems, erecting the towering structures of science and poetry and talk themselves 
into insanity and social confusion. 

It isn t exactly that we humans are made of words. But  we are made of  what we can make with 
words: ideas, images, hopes, theories, fears, plans, understandings,  expectations, love, a past 
and future, culture, ways of seeing, civilizations, minds everything human.
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Poem 

Smile 
Nishi Kapil 

Hear what these rain drops are saying, 
See for what the stars are praying. 
The pretty flowers, these summer showers, 
Want to take you to the world, 
Where every smile is playing. 
No wonder how life runs, 
It just shows you how to go through the turns, 
Joy and sorrow are the gamble cards, 
Play them well and defeat all hards. 
Your smile can take away all atrocities, 
And fill the life with heavenly fantasies, 
A hope, a dream, a rhythm in every heart, 
Will surely give life a beautiful start. 

ijfLr'k  
dHkh ;knksa esa [kks;k lk rsjh vk°[k dk ikuh gw°]  
jg°w vc nwj eSa dSls] rsjs fny dh dgkuh gw° A  
rsjh rLohj iydksa ij] rsjs fdLls gSa gksaBksa ij]  
gjkjr gS tOk+ka eq> ij leUnj Hkh gS ekSt+ksa ij]  
esjs lhus ds t[eksa dks dHkh vkdj re lgyk ns]  
rsjh Qqjd+r esa tks ?kk;y oks /kM+du dh jo+kuh gw°]  
dg ns [kqnk esjs rw fdl efLt+n esa gS clrk]  
gj nj ij tks rq>s ns[ks eSa rsjh gh nho+kuh gw° A  

u x+e ls dksbZ fj'rk] u [kq'kh ls dksbZ ukrk]  
psgjs dh g°lh >wBh] eq>s jksuk ugha vkrk]  
gw° eSa rsjh ,slh fofLey tks iRFkj dks [kqnk dg ns]  
rsjs nj ds fpjkxksa dh ogh eSa ykS iqjkuh gw° A  

gS ;s eatj gh dqN ,slk fd rsjh ;kn gS vkbZ]  
u gS gelQj dksbZ] gS esjs lkFk rUgkbZ]  
vk'kqQ~~rxh Hkh ,slh fdlh ls dg ughas ldrs]  
fnu ds mt+kyksa esa ;s dSlh 'kc gS xgjkbZ]  
v[+rj 'kqekjh esa tks iy&iy fT+kanxh gS dkVrh]  
[+kkeks'k lh dksbZ uT+e] eSa fdlh 'kk;j dh Tk+qckuh gw°A  

(ijfLr'k& iwt+k] gjkjr&tquwu] Qqjd+r&tqnkbZ] fofLey&?kk;y] vk'kqQ~~rxh&csclh] 'kc&jkr] v[+rj'kqekjh&rkjs fxuuk] uT+e&dfork) 

fu'kh dfiy
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Talking Science 

Scientists develop "plastic blood" 
Aditi Sood 

Scientists in USA are developing  plastic blood  which could act as a substitute for real blood in 
emergency situations. The  plastic blood  could have a huge impact on military operations , 
eliminating the casualities on warfront to the most. Artificial blood is made from a plastic, it is 
light to carry and easy to store. 

Doctors could store the substitute as a thick paste in a blood bag and then dissolve it in water just 
before giving it to patients- it is easier to transport than liquid blood. The transfusion of donated 
blood has to be quick as it has a relatively short shelf-life-35 days, after which it must be thrown 
away. It also needs refrigeration, whereas the  plastic blood  will be storable for many more 
days and is stable at room temperature. 

The artificial blood is made of plastic molecules that just hold an iron atom at their core, just like 
haemoglobin, that can bind oxygen and could transport it around the body. The small plastic 
molecules join together in a tree-like branching structure, with a size and shapes very similar to 
that of natural haemoglobin molecules. This creates the right environment for the iron to bind 
oxygen in the lungs and release it in the body. 

The scientists are now aiming to develop a final prototype that would be suitable for biological 
testing. Certainly, the  plastic blood  is going to be   real thing   of the very near future to be 
used in life or death situations. 

On the lighter side 

Mathematics 
Sumita 

What is mathematics_________? 
It is the brother of Physics, 
It has many puzzling problems, 
But sometime very easy outcomes 
Often we can suppose, 
Sometime miss the answer when very close, 
Algebra the key of mathematics, 
Also it is helpful in Physics, 
Teachers of Mathematics do  always keep busy. 
Because teaching Mathematics is not easy 
Mathematics is a work of creation. 
It also needs much concentration. 
Sometimes I get bored of it. 
Because this is like sea and I cannot fathom it 
In my view, this subject has endless definitions, 
But I love mathematics.
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Poem 

Stand out from the crowd 
Priyanka Sood 

To be out of the faces in the crowd is easy, 
But to stand out from the crowd you have to be choosy. 
That is to say you have to live below your means, 
And not always think of accomplishing your materialistic dreams. 

To stand out from the crowd you must not say 
 I don t have time to do things right  

Instead take time to do little things right; 
So that among the stars you can shine real bright. 

To stand out from the crowd find alternatives to profanity, 
Keep intact your verity and integrity. 
Have the courage of conviction, 
Follow your noble instinct & face all opposition. 

Make decisions based on logic and reason 
Instead of dogma and emotion, 
And then you will be proud; 
Because the world will say: 
 You have stood out from the crowd .
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Reminiscences (10 Questions) 

Don t loose your values 
Pratibha Vyas 

1. How would you rate the days as a student you spent in the College 
of Basic Sciences? 
The happiest ever. 
Why so? 
The happiest ever because when you are in the company of good 
friends you forget all your worries. 

2. Anything in particular that you liked/disliked the most about the 
College? 
The thing I liked most is the bonding and the interaction between the teachers and students 
unlike other colleges. 

3. What has your stint in the college meant to you? 
To grasp something new everyday. 

4. Who was your favourite teacher/subject during that time and why? 
Dr N K Gupta because the way he teaches is really amazing. He never uses any notes or 
books while teaching. For me his subject was always so easy just because of his different 
teaching style. 

5. Any interesting or funny or amusing personal incident or anecdote that you can recall? 
Not exactly. 

6. Any day which was the happiest one for you during that period? 
I always enjoyed every moment being in the company of good friends while in the college. 
So no happiest moment in particular. 

7. And the saddest one? 
Obviously, the last day of my college. 

8. What are the positives and negatives of the college in your perception? 
The positive thing about the college/university is its Examination System-Semester System 
which I always liked. 

9. Any suggestions to make it one of the world s best? 
I think notes giving system should be avoided and students should be encouraged to read 
more and more books. Also if possible a coaching centre should be opened for students for 
preparing them for competitive exams. 

10. What message would you like to give to the students now studying in the College? 
I think today s generation is much smarter and talented than us because of the increasing 
competition and awareness. All I want to say is that WORK HARD, ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS 
AND PLEASE DON T LOOSE YOUR VALUES. HAVE RESPECT FOR YOUR TEACHERS 
AND COUNTRY. NO DOUBT YOU ARE THE FUTURE OF OUR COUNTRY. 

(Alumnus Ms Pratibha Vyas is working as Senior Research Fellow at IHBT, Palampur)
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Health

Nutritional quality and usefulness of vegetable oils 
Meenakshi Sharma & C P Awasthi 

Vegetable oils are major source of edible and industrial oils in India mainly obtained from 
traditional cultivated oilseed crops. These edible oils serve a number of functions in the body 
and supply per unit weight more than twice the energy furnished by either proteins or 
carbohydrates. Presence of fat and oil in the diet is also important for the absorption of fat-soluble 
vitamins like vitamin A and carotene present in the diet. Apart from these functions vegetable 
oils provide essential fatty acids which are required in the body. For maintaining essential fatty 
acid level in the diet, recommended daily intake of oils like groundnut, rape-seed, mustard, 
sunflower etc is 15-25 g/day. However, excess intake of visible fat, especially saturated type, 
may lead to increase in blood cholesterol resulting in the condition known as atherosclerosis. 

Oilseed crops are grown primarily for the oil contained in the seeds. In addition to oil they are 
also rich in proteins. They are thus a source of protein and concentrated source of energy. They 
do not contain an appreciable amount of carbohydrate, but contain high levels of B-vitamins. 
Oilseeds produced in the country are mostly used for oil extraction. The meal (cake) obtained 
after extraction of the oil from the seed is richer in protein than the seed itself. Oilseed cake is 
mostly used as a feed for cattle. 

OIL 

The oil content of small grains (e.g., wheat) is only 1-2%; that of oilseeds ranges from about 20% 
for soybeans to over 40% for sunflowers and rapeseed (canola). The major world sources of edible 
seed oils are soybeans, sunflowers, rapeseed, cotton and peanuts. Fats and oils are essential 
nutrients, comprising about 40% of the calories in the diet of the average people. Edible vegetable 
oils are used as salad or cooking oils, or may be solidified (by a process called hydrogenation) to 
make margarine and shortening. These products supplement or replace animal products (e.g., 
butter, lard), supplies of which are inadequate to meet the needs of an increasing world population. 
Vegetable oils are used in putty, printing inks, erasers, coating or core oils, greases, plastics, etc. 
The residue remaining, after the oil has been extracted from oilseeds, is an important source of 
nutrients for farm animals. Oilseed meals from soybeans, peanuts, rapeseed and flaxseed are 
rich in protein; mixed with other ingredients (e.g., cereal grains), they provide nutritionally 
balanced feeds. Coconuts are rich in oil followed by ground nut and sesame. The edible vegetable 
oils contain varying amount of saturated (palmitic,  stearic) and unsaturated (oleic, linoleic and 
linolenic) fatty acids. It is evident that coconut oil is rich in saturated fatty acids only whereas 
linseed, sunflower, sesame, soybean and mustard are rich in unsaturated fatty acids. However, 
mustard oil contains an undesirable erucic acid in substantial amounts. 

PROTEIN 

The protein content in oil seeds varies from 13.0 to 44.0 per cent. Soybean seeds contain highest 
amount of protein followed by groundnut and linseed. Oilseed proteins are rich in various essential 
amino acids namely arginine, histidine, lysine excluding tryptophan and sulphur containing 
amino acids. 

CARBOHYDRATES 

Carbohydrates form readily available source of energy. Total carbohydrate content of oilseeds 
generally ranges from 17.9 to 38.8 per cent. Linseed is rich in carbohydrate content followed by
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groundnut and sesame. 

MINERALS 

Oilseeds are good source of minerals like magnesium, copper, manganese, zinc and chromium. 
Sesame seeds are rich in minerals followed by mustard and soybean 

VITAMINS 

Oilseeds are good source of vitamins like carotene, thiamine, riboflavin and niacin. However, 
apparently oilseeds lack vitamin C. Soybean is rich in carotene followed by mustard and sesame. 
Sesame is rich in thiamine followed by groundnut and sunflower. Soybean contains highest 
amount of riboflavin followed by sesame and mustard. Groundnut is rich in niacin followed by 
sunflower and sesame. 

ANTI-NUTRITIONAL FACTORS 

Anti-nutrients in foodstuffs are known to interfere with the assimilation of nutrients contained 
in them. For example, raw soybean contains numerous anti-nutrients. Although processing can 
reduce them, however, it does not totally eliminate them. The raw soybean acts as an anti-coagulant 
(an agent that prevents blood clotting), the property that is even not reversed by a highly effective 
blood-clotting agent i.e. vitamin K. Soybean s anti-coagulant property is attributed to its anti- 
trypsin activity. The raw soybean contains other anti-nutrient viz. phytic acid, which binds and 
prevents mineral absorption (especially zinc, calcium, and magnesium). Thus, vegetarians who 
depend exclusively on soybean and many soy-containing products, as well as phytate containing 
grains, are at even higher risk of deficiencies of these minerals. Besides, hemagglutinins in the 
raw soybean have an ability to agglutinate (clump together) the red blood cells in humans and in 
other animal species and significantly suppress growth. These anti-nutrients are also known as 
 phytoagglutinins  or  lectins.  Flatulence factors (raffinose, stachyose and verbascose) are also 
present in soybeans in substantial amounts which cause digestibility disorders. 

Sesame seeds contain oxalates which form insoluble salts with calcium, magnesium and iron 
and prevent these minerals from being absorbed during digestion. Cotton seeds endosperm has 
pigment glands which contain the toxic polyphenolic pigment gossypol, which is known to 
prevent absorption of proteins in human body. The potent aflatoxin present in groundnut if eaten, 
can cause liver damage and cancer. 

Various anti-nutrients are present in rape seed and mustard meal (cake) like phytates, 
glucosinolates. Glucosinolates are peculiar intrinsic characteristics of crucifers. They have pungent 
taste and aroma. Among the isothiocyanates, allyl-iso-thiocyanates are very toxic and all split 
products of glucosinolates are undoubtedly harmful. Toxicity manifestations of these compounds 
are goitre, liver damage, increased liver weight, reduced body weight, reduced food intake and 
cancer. 

Rape seed and mustard oil also contain anti-nutrients like erucic acid and glucosinolates. Erucic 
acid is the major fatty acid of most of the seed oils of Cruciferae and Tropaeolaceae. The striking 
effect of excessive intake of erucic acid is myocardial fibrosis. 

It is thus evident that oil and meal of different oilseeds form rich source of energy and dietary 
nutrients. At the same time they possess certain anti-nutritional factors harmful for human health. 
As such sincere efforts are being made by researchers for eliminating various anti-nutritional 
factors from these important high energy crops for optimum human and live-stock nutrition. 
(Ms Meenakshi Sharma is a biochemist and C P Awasthi is a Professor in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, COBS)
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On the lighter side 

Physics! Oh! GOD 
Sakshi Sharotri 

Alpha, Beta, Theta, Gamma, 

Pi, Pri, Delta, Eta 

That all is not a drama. 

This is Physics! 

Differtiation and Integration 

Acceleration if uniform motion, 

Which all means a difficult situation? 

This is Physics! 

Reflection, Refraction- 

All means a great confusion 

Gravitational constant or Planck s constant 

Easy to forget, breezy to understand 

That, for sure is Physics! 

Various laws and several theorems 

And many more numerical 

Which put us in great trouble? 

This is Physics! 

Force, work, strain and stress 

Which all make us restless? 

This all make us confess 

That this Physics is a stress
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Reminiscences (10 Questions) 

Now we really miss college days 
Vinay Randhawa 

1. How would you rate the days as a student you spent in the College of Basic Sciences? 
For me, College days are THE HAPPIEST EVER days. Whenever I meet with my friends, we 
often talk about the college days. When we were in college, we didn t know its value. At that 
time, College was some sort of a boring place, but now we really miss college days. Whatever 
we got here is unforgettable. College gave me my best friends and best ever faculty. 

2. Anything in particular that you liked/disliked the most about the College? 
As I have already told you that when we were in college, we disliked most of the  things- the 
long time table, a lot of exams etc. etc. but now I feel that we were wrong, there should be a 
system which should differentiate between a normal College and a College in the University 
campus. I liked the way in which we were taught. 

3. What has your stint in the college meant to you? 
College provided me the way to develop myself to face the world and provided best facilities. 

4. Who was your favourite teacher/subject during that time and why? 
Zoology and Organic chemistry were my favourite subjects because we were not required to 
read those heavy books for the subjects. As far as favourite teachers are concerned, every 
teacher is a favourite for different reasons - Dr Subhash Sharma, Dr R G Sud, and Dr C K 
Oberoi are my favourite for the way they teach. Dr N K Gupta, Dr (Mrs.) Anita, Dr (Mrs.) 
Kiran and Dr S K Kaushal are my favourite because they teach very well plus they are very 
lenient to students. Dr (Mrs.) Vijaylakshmi is my favourite for her calm and soothing nature. 

5. Any interesting or funny or amusing personal incident or anecdote that you can   recall? 
There were a number of incidents which turned into funny moments. Some of them could be 
shared and some not. During our third year, we were sitting in LT for NSS class and it was the 
day of HOLI. We were only 5 boys with our faces coloured and Dr Vijaylakshmi gave us the 
honour of  ENDANGERED SPECIES  and the whole LT filled only with girls laughed at us. 
Another incident was on our first day at the college: we didn t leave the LT for whole day 
because we were freshers and we were afraid of ragging. 

6. Any day which was the happiest one for you during that period? 
The happiest day for me was the day when we went for Educational Tour to North India 
where we enjoyed a lot. 

7. And the saddest one? 
When we left the college and I had to come to Chandigarh for my masters in Bioinformatics. 

8. What are the positives and negatives of the college in your perception? 
Positives: 
l College provides a chance for overall development. 
l Better and healthy environment. 
l Felling of superiority over other degree colleges 
l Best Faculty.
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Negatives 

l No updated College website 

l Except Orkut, no community on internet for older students. There should be a column on 
the college website in which students can post their comments, blogs, new ideas etc. 

9. Any suggestions to make it one of the world s best? 

Good internet facility, regularly updated website, students and teachers interaction every 
week to solve the problems of students. I am suggesting the things which we lacked during 
our college time. 

10. What message would you like to give to the students now studying in the College? 

They should feel proud being a part of this college and work hard and make use of the resources 
which the college is providing. 

All the best for their bright future! 

(Alumnus Vinay Randhawa has done masters in Bioinformatics and is based in Chandigarh) 

Food for thought 

Envy and wrath shorten our life 
Sakshi Sharotri 

All of us have a need to forgive, whether in large or small matters. All of us suffer little 
irritating pinpricks every day. It is not very effective to analyze these little wrongs and then to 
forgive them one by one. Much more effective is not to dwell on them at all. Whenever a stray 
bit of wrath arises and wants to talk over some incident of the past, don t invite that thought 
in, don t argue with it, simply don t entertain it. 

When we can withdraw our attention completely from the past, it is not possible to get 
resentful; it is not possible to be oppressed by mistakes in our past, no matter who made 
them. All our attention is in the present, which makes every moment fresh, every relationship 
fresh. Staleness and boredom vanish from our life.
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Food for thought 

Great thoughts of great personalities 

Never break four things in your life 

Trust, Promise, Relation & Heart 

Because when they break they don t  make 

Noise but it pains a lot       . 

Charles 

Judging a Man by his looks is 

like choosing a book by its COVER 

It is better to have an open enemy 

than a doubtful FRIEND. 

Anonymous 

If you start judging people you will 

Be having no time to Love them 

And if you cannot Love the person 

Whom you see, how can you Love 

GOD, whom you cannot see at all. 

Mother Teresa 

The person who is always smiling 

Doesn t mean that he has no problems 

But the  smile shows that he has a 

Ability to overcome all those problems 

Nitika Gautam 

Yes that s me and I also have my own personality 

Nitika Gautam
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Reminiscences... 

Years have passed and still... 
Sumeet Mahajan 

Years have passed and still those precious moments of BASIC SCIENCES are lingering in my 
heart & mind. I will never forget my college years, they have been the best years in my life till 
now. I have seen, learnt and experienced so much. I will always remember my favourite place in 
college, my professors, pandit ki malai waali chai and and .the list is endless. All the twists in the 
kaleidoscope of life are experiences that have helped me mature. Every person who has entered 
my life has made an impact. It takes a while to find true friends, but it s always worth it when you 
do. 

There are lots of funny, serious, paranoid, lively incidences associated with Basic Sciences. To 
begin with ..the first day in the college .excellent academic facilities and ambience, elaborate labs 
and workshops, lush green campus, well-designed comfortable lecture theatres, delicious food, 
the unique well-stocked and intellectually inspiring library that was what Basic Sciences was all 
about. But life was not that easy. I was called by some seniors in the canteen. I was excited that I 
am going to meet some seniors. Around 4-5 seniors were present with some of them smoking and 
2 of my batch mates (Bhatia & Anil) were already there. After spending 2-3 hours there, I felt like 
we 3 are some kind of animals brought recently to a zoo, every now and then some seniors were 
coming and interviewing us. We had to stand when they said so, we had to sit when they said so. 
We were asked different kinds of logical, illogical and absurd questions, some of them directly 
intended to irritate us. We were given some fundas which were of course not written in any 
constitution anywhere but were to be followed with utmost sincerity and obedience. In the class 
we used to be called by seniors outside our classrooms and ordered to enquire about any girl of a 
senior s choice. On the first day itself when we hardly knew our course mates, we had the huge 
task of memorizing all our hostel seniors  names and hometowns and our introduction in Hindi 
(who can forget pronouncing Basic Sciences as  ADHAR BHOOT VIGYAN MAHAVIDAYALAYA ). 

We had girls in our medical class 4 times our (boys ) number!! We had a uniform too for college; to 
identify the first year students. We had to address seniors as Sir/Ma am, Miss XYZ Ma am (of 
course in Hindi as... Sushree XYZ). Our day would start with wishing all our seniors a good 
morning, walking in a single line with our eyes on the  third button  and wishing anyone who 
passed us by. We continued the traditions when we became seniors. Professors like Dr N K Gupta, 
Dr Vijay Lakshmi, Dr Anita Singh, Dr Subhash Sharma, Dr Kamlesh Singh and Dr Neelam Sharma 
always guided us on how to have good and healthy relations with the juniors and we had the 
most wonderful time with our juniors. However with the passage of time ragging dwindled and 
chaos ruled in the college by the time we left after graduation. But at this point I must say that 
ragging made us unite, to look out for each other and to have discipline. It made us mentally 
strong and invulnerable to any conditions in life. The habit of addressing people as Sir or Ma am 
got wired into me after ragging only. It also helped me in understanding and following the junior- 
senior relation at workplace too. Whether we like it or not, whether it is good or bad, Indian 
systems function in hierarchies and this is the first lesson in life we got through ragging!!!
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Finally the day came when we were seniors. The day began routinely at 10:00 Hrs. We (Me, Harry, 
Bakra ) used to enter the class looking out for a seat on the last bench behind a huge and tall guy 
and patiently used to wait only to sign the attendance sheet. There were also sincere first-bench- 
students (Anchal, Arti, Aditi .), who attended each and every lecture and made detailed notes, 
which the outstanding students (students who are always standing out) could photocopy a few 
days before the examinations. The seniors  term started with masti: mass bunks, playing pranks 
and doing what not. The thrill of bunking lectures, the fun of partying or going for outings. The 
first time I spoke to the one I secretly admired and loved, and the naughty smiles, the comments 
of friends  to face up to Those were moments that made emotions flow free at that point of time 
in my life. We, the friends, discussed several college matters - girls, teachers, sports, politics etc. - 
while enjoying our tea. Let me tell you  Tea is the staple drink of Basic Sciences . 

We also went on a study-cum-recreational tour during the second year of our college. The  tour 
was quite eventful. Dr R G Sud and Mr R C Sharma accompanied us . It was full of wonderful 
experiences, excitement and a lot many lessons for us to learn. The toy train journey from Palampur 
to Pathankot, getting down midway from the train and catching bus for Delhi, beautieeefuuul 
beaches of Goa, Brindaban gardens, Mysore palace, Vivekananda Memorial and Sunrise at 
Kanyakumari (and  some mischievous acts in between) and finally ending up with having to 
give written statements are still vivid in my memory. In the final year also we decided to make a 
bid to convince our the then Dean Dr S K Sharma and the university authorities for sending final 
year students of Basic Sciences on North India Tour.  We were somehow able to convince the Vice 
-Chnacellor Dr Tej Partap for the North India Tour. Dr Sheilla Dixit I mean . Dr Sheilla Thakur 
accompanied us on North India Tour. It was also equally exciting. 

When we joined the college it was compulsory for the boys to join National Cadet Corps (NCC) as 
a prerequisite for completion of the degree.  My NCC experience changed my outlook towards 
life. The motto of NCC is  Unity and Discipline. Our NCC training was full of excitement and 
adventure. The Combined Annual Training Camp at Dharamshala, National Integration Camp at 
Longewala, Training Camp at Una, working to rehabilitate victims of a cloud burst,  march pasts, 
blood donation, Piping ceremony of the Vice Chancellor (Dr Tej Pratap), range firing, passing 
BEE and CEE certificate examinations immediately come to the mind. In the final year, to my 
surprise, I was elected as Student Council Association (SCA) President. My so called tenure as 
President SCA was quite eventful. I will narrate an incident. The year was 2003-04. The college 
then was in a transition phase. Dr A C Kapoor had retired  and Dr S K Sharma had  taken  over as 
the Dean of the College. When our Mid Term Exams got over, as usual, we declared a mass bunk 
for 01 week and after that 01 week when we came back to the college I was called by the new 
Dean in his office. I went, fearing the worst. But  Hu Ha Ha ..student power finally won . All of 
us successfully completed our degrees but with a brand name of  Most Reckless N Arrogant Batch  
in the history of college. 

And now, talking of my teachers who scream their lungs out to fill something in our empty upper 
chambers and help us fill that white sheet of paper with those black lines. The best part about the 
college is in fact its faculty. Some of the best who have the real art of teaching have been Dr N K 
Gupta, Dr Vijay Lakshmi, Dr Neelam Sharma and Dr R G Sood . Students learn by their mere 
presence, as they talk on practical situations, current affairs with more of interactive sessions. The 
college always encouraged its students to participate in interactive sessions and think beyond
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books. Our Deans Dr A C Kapoor and Dr S K Sharma helped us nurture our talents. There were 
many extra curricular activities such as sports, debates, declamations, quizzes, dramatics, and 
music. I was not a great student. But yes, I have been on stage quite a few times and  I ve participated 
in competitions and won most of them. 

After completing my graduation in 2004, I applied for PG course in Microbiology and got through. 
I got Dr S S Kanwar as my Major Advisor.  During my second semester I got a chance to participate 
in the Zonal level power point cum elocution contest on the topic  Entrepreneurship for 
development of Agriculture . Somehow I was able to sail through and was selected to represent 
the North Zone of the country along with two other colleagues in the National level contest during 
the 7 th National Agriculture Science Congress at Pune. Dr S K Ghabru helped a lot during the 
preparations. I won the National Winner prize in the National Elocution contest. I was conferred 
the prize by the then Minister of Agriculture Mr Sharad Pawar, Dr M S Subhramanium and 
Dr Mangla Rai. More exciting event was still to come. When I came down the stage, somebody 
tapped my back To my surprise it was none other than Dr Tej Pratap (then Ex Vice Chancellor 
CSK HPKV) along with Dr S K Sharma (then Dean of COBS).  Well done my son I always knew 
HPKV students have a great potential in them and this time again you have proved me right. With these 
words Dr Tej Pratap was looking at me and I was feeling a strange mix of emotions-happiness, 
amazement and pride. But that was not all. On reaching Palampur, I found my name and 
achievement was on the university website. I was indeed overwhelmed. 

In Jun 06, I got selected in Indian Air Force through CET and was commissioned in the Air Defence 
Branch of Indian Air Force on 16 Jun 07. The only regret that I have about having missed something 
relating to the college days is the Convocation. I was undergoing training at Air Force Academy, 
Dundigal, when the XI convocation of the university was planned and being executed. 

There have been good times and bad ones, but mostly good though. The time that I have spent in 
Basic Sciences has enabled me to realize just exactly what I want to do with my life. In the college 
I kept a fine balance. Enjoyed being there, but remembered that there is a reason and purpose to 
be in the college. Much of my life in the 30 to 40 years ahead will owe a big part to how I spent my 
time in college as well as the parents  blessings and investment  I owe a lot to them. 

There is no magic wand to take me back to my college time. But the memories of those days will 
stay with me for the rest of my life. It was such a delightful and fulfilling experience that I will 
cherish always. 

My farewells aren t going to be  goodbyes . They ll be  see you laters  

(Alumnus Sumeet Mahajan is a Flight Lieutenant in the Indian Air Force) 

On Success 
If you want to succeed you should strike out on new paths rather than 
travel the worn paths of accepted success. 

— John D. Rockfeller
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Poem 

Creed to live by 
Abhishek Kumar 

Don t undermine your worth by comparing 
Yourself with others, 
It is because we are different that each 
Of us is special. 
Don t set your goals by what other people 
Deem important, 
Only you know what is best for you. 
Don t take for granted the things closest 
To your heart 
Cling to that as you would your life, for without 
Them life is meaningless. 
Don t let your life slip through your fingers by living 
In the past or the future. 
By living your life one day at a time, you live all the 
Days of your life. 
Don t give up when you still have something to give 
Nothing is really over   until the moment 
You stop trying. 
Don t be afraid to admit that you are less 
Than perfect, 
It is the fragile thread that binds us to each other. 
Don t be afraid to encounter risks, 
It is by taking chances that we learn how to be brave. 
Don t shut love out of your life by saying it s 
Impossible to find. 
The quickest way to receive love is to give love. 
The fastest way to lose love is to hold on too tightly, 
And the best way to keep love is to give it wings. 
Don t dismiss your Dreams. To be without 
Dreams is to be without hope. 
To be without hope is to be without purpose. 
Don t run through life so fast that you forget 
Where you ve been, 
But also know where you re going. 
Life is not a race, but a journey to be savoured 
Every step of the way.
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Talking Science 

Humour in science 
Radhesh C Sharma 

Little Johnny was busy doing his homework. As his mother approached she heard: 

 One and one, the son-of-a-bitch is two.  

 Two and two, the son-of-a-bitch is four.  

 Three and three...   

His mother interrupted, asking where he had learned this way of doing math. Johnny remarked 
that his teacher taught him. 

His mother was rather upset and told him to stop the homework. The next day she approached 
his teacher and told her what had happened. The teacher was flabbergasted. She said that she 
couldn t understand why Johnny had said what he did. Then suddenly, she exclaimed,  Oh, I 
know... here in school we say, one and one, the sum-of-which is two.  

* * * * * 

Two mathematicians are in a bar. The first one says to the second that the average person knows 
very little about basic mathematics. The second one disagrees, and claims that most people can 
cope with a reasonable amount of math. 

The first mathematician goes off to the washroom, and in his absence the second calls over the 
waiter. He tells him that in a few minutes, after his friend has returned, he will call him over and 
ask him a question. All he has to do is answer  one third x cubed.  

Waiter repeats  one third ex cubed ? 

 Yes, that s right,  he says. 

So he agrees, and goes off mumbling to himself,   one third ex cubed  ... . 

The first guy returns and the second proposes a bet to prove his point, that most people do know 
something about basic math. He says he will ask the waiter an integral, and the first laughingly 
agrees. The second man calls over the waiter and asks  What is the integral of x squared? .The 
waiter says  one third x cubed  and while walking away, turns back and says over his shoulder 
 plus a constant!  

* * * * * 

The Phenmional Pweor Of The Hmuan Mnid 

Aoccdrnig to rscheearch at Cmabridge Uinervtisy, it deosn t mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in 
the wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and the lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The 
rset can be toatl mess and you can sitll raed it wouthit porbelm. Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid 
deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. 

(Radhesh C Sharma is Associate Professor,  Department of Physical Sciences and Languages)
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Taking Science 

HEPATITIS C - silent epidemic 
Prerna Vohra 

Hepatitis C is a blood borne infectious disease that is caused 
by Hepatitis C virus (HCV) affecting the liver. Hepatitis C 
virus was identified in 1989 as casual agent of most cases of 
acute and chronic viral hepatitis C. HCV is widely prevalent 
throughout the world and it is estimated that about 170 million 
people have chronic HCV worldwide. Hepatitis C virus is 
spread primarily by direct contact with human blood. Patients 
at the highest risk for acquiring hepatitis C are intravenous 
drug users, persons acquiring   multiple transfusions of blood 
such as haemophiliacs. Household contact and transmission 
by sexual contact occurs less frequently. Hepatitis C is present 

as acute and chronic Hepatitis C. 
Acute Hepatitis C is asymptomatic 
but chronic Hepatitis C progresses 
to cirrhosis over a time spanning 
nearly a decade. 

Diagnostic tests for HCV available today are based on enzyme immunosorbant assays (EIA) for 
the detection of HCV specific antibodies. Antiviral drugs such as interferon taken alone or in 
combination with ribavirin can be used for treatment. No vaccine is currently available to prevent 
Hepatitis C. Health authorities have to include Hepatitis C on their radar as a disease which can 
result in significant morbidity and mortality in the years to come. 

Let's save our earth 
Fanatical  ethnic  or  religious  or national  chauvinisms  are  a  little  difficult  to maintain when we  see  our 
planet as a fragile blue crescent fading to become an inconspicuous point of light against the bastion and 
citadel of the stars. Travel is broadening. 
There are worlds on which  life has never risen. There are worlds that have been charred and ruined by 
cosmic catastrophes. We are fortunate: we are alive; we are powerful; the welfare of our civilization and 
our species is in our hands. If we do not speak for Earth, who will? If we are not committed to our own 
survival, who will be? 

— Carl Sagan, Cosmos
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Food for thought 

Teachings 
Shista Sharma 

Great is the hero who does not forget his humble origins. Though his forehead be glistening with 
the anointments of honour, he does not hesitate to bend it to the dusty feet of his father. His 
father s blessings are more important to him than the jeers of his nobly born enemies. 

-The Mahabharta 
Work is the true elixir of life. The busiest man is the happiest man. Excellence in any art or 
profession is attained only by hard and persistent work. Never believe that you are perfect. When 
a man imagines, even after years of striving, that he has attained perfection, his decline begins. 

-Sir Theodore Martin 
Be careful what you water your dreams with. Water them with worry and fear and you will 
produce weeds that choke the life from your dream. Water them with optimism and solutions 
and you will cultivate success. 

-Tao Te Ching 

10 Natural laws 
Law 1   You control your life by controlling your time. 
Law 2   Your governing values are the foundation of personal success and fulfilment. 
Law 3   When your daily activities reflect your governing values, you experience inner peace. 
Law 4   To reach any significant goal, you must leave your comfort zone. 
Law 5   Daily planning leverages time through increased focus. 
Law 6   Your behaviour is a reflection of what you truly believed. 
Law 7   You satisfy needs when your beliefs are in line with reality. 
Law 8   Negative behaviour is overcome by changing incorrect beliefs. 
Law 9   Your self-esteem must ultimately come from within. 
Law 10  Give more, and you ll have more. 

Courage to change 
1. The courage to seek the truth 
2. The courage to lead an ethical life 
3. The courage to be involved 
4. The courage to reject cynicism 
5. The courage to assume responsibility 
6. The courage to leave at home 
7. The courage to persist 
8. The courage to serve 
9. The courage to lead 
10. The courage to follow.
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On the flighter side 

Interview 
Shivani Sharma 

Manager: What is your name? 

Candidate: Sir, N.D. 

Manager: (Puzzled) What? 

Candidate: Sir, Narian Dass. 

Manager: What is your father s name? 

Candidate: Sir, N.D. 

Manager: Again, N.D. ? 

Candidate: Sir, Niranjan Dass. 

Manager: What is your father s occupation? 

Candidate: Sir, N.D. 

Manager: What N.D.? 

Candidate: Sir, my father is News Director. 

Manager: Where do you live? 

Candidate: Sir, N.D. 

Manager: What is N.D., N.D.? Are you not in your senses? 

Candidate: Sir, I live in New Delhi. 

Manager: Did you work in any department before? 

Candidate: Yes Sir, in N.D. 

Manager: (Standing up in rage) Oh God: Do you know anything other than N.D.? 

Candidate: (Feeling very nervous) Sir  ..I  ..I  ..I 

worked in Navy Department. 

(The manager finishes the interview) 

Candidate: Sir, What you think about me? 

Manager: N.D. 

Candidate: Sir, N.D., What N.D.? 

Manager: Nil, Duffer, Get Out.
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Talking Science 

Interesting but lesser known facts about some 
discoveries/inventions 

Ram G Sud 

If you can invent something which people want, you can become rich and famous - as long as 
you re lucky.  Nobody knows who invented certain items. Indeed, some were improved by many 
others over such a long period of time that nobody can be quite sure. Here are some little known 
facts of some interesting discoveries/inventions: 
Barometer 
A barometer measures air pressure. In 1643 an Italian mathematician-physicist, Evangelista 
Torricelli, experimented with a tube of mercury. He filled the tube, put his thumb over the open 
end, then turned the tube upside down in a bowl of mercury. When he took his thumb away, the 
level of the mercury in the tube fell to leave a 152 millimeter vacuum at the top. Torricelli suspected 
that the mercury in the tube was being kept there by the pressure of the air on the mercury in the 
bowl. To find if this was so, Blaise Pascal took a similar device up a mountain, and discovered 
that the higher he climbed, the more the level of the mercury fell. The obvious reason was that 
the air pressure was getting lower as he climbed higher. An instrument for measuring air pressure 
had now been invented. But in 1672 Otto von Guericke noticed that high air pressure generally 
meant good weather, while low air pressure tended to mean bad weather. To demonstrate this 
von Guericke made a tube 10.4 meters (34 ft.) long out of brass, with a closed glass area at the top, 
filled it with water (in a similar way to which Torricelli had filled his much smaller tube with 
mercury), with a tub at the bottom, and fastened it to the side of his house where everyone could 
see it. A little figure of a man floated on top of the water. He floated high up on good weather and 
low down in bad weather - as all his neighbours could see. It didn t amuse them though. They 
thought he was using witchcraft! 
Battery 
In 1780 an Italian professor of medicine, Luigi Galvani, was at home while his wife was skinning 
frogs with his scalpel. The frogs were on a zinc plate. She dropped the scalpel, it landed on a 
frog s leg, and the leg jerked violently. After several experiments, Galvani decided that he had 
found electricity in the frog s muscles because they always twitched when touched with two 
different metals at the same time. However, in 1800 Alessandro Volta, another Italian, decided 
that Galvani was wrong. He thought that electricity was produced when the metals came into 
contact - but that the electricity was in the metals themselves, not in the frog s leg. Volta, after 
many experiments using different metal, finally invented a stack of copper and zinc discs, with 
cardboard soaked in salt water to separate them and keep them moist to make a good connection. 
It worked - the first electric battery had been invented! 
Bus 
The first bus was known as a carrosse. It carried eight people, was horse-drawn, and introduced 
in Paris in 1662 by Blaise Pascal. Carrosses ran regularly every few minutes whether there were 
any passengers or not - and that in itself was a great innovation. By 1823, carrosses were being 
used in part of the town of Nantes, France, operated by Stanislaus Baudry. Since they were popular, 
he decided to expand the service, but had to find a name which would let people know that this 
was a service for all the public - anyone who wanted to ride on them. The terminus which he
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used in the centre of Nantes was outside a shop owned by M. Omnes, called Omnes Omnibus. The 
Latin word omnibus means  for everything  - because the shop claimed to sell everything - but it 
can also mean  for everybody . So omnibus was the word which Baudry gave to his transport 
service, later reduced just to bus. 
Circus 
A former Army sergeant-major, Philip Astley, was out of work in London in 1769. On Westminster 
Bridge he found a diamond ring which somebody had lost, sold it, and since he had been in the 
cavalry, with the money set up displays of trick horse riding in Lambeth. Money was made by 
taking up a collection after each show. Within a year he had moved to a better site, where he 
charged an admission fee, and employed a drummer to add to the effect. By 1777 he added a 
strong man to the act, and shortly afterwards two clowns. The performances were enormously 
successful. Altogether Philip Astley helped to found about 19 circuses throughout Europe, and 
the present size of the circus ring is exactly that used by Astley. 
Frozen Food 
Clarence Birdseye was in Labrador during the years 1912 to 1915, as part of a United States 
Government survey of the fish and wildlife there. He noticed that when the local people caught 
fish in very low temperatures, the fish froze stiff as soon as they were taken out of the water. He 
thought it might be possible to keep vegetables fresh in a similar way, so he put some into a tub 
of water and let them freeze solid. It worked! Back in America, in 1924 he set up his own company 
in New Jersey to freeze food. It was so successful that in 1929 he sold it to the Postum Company 
for 22,000,000 dollars! The condition was that they kept his name on the label as Birds Eye. The 
first vegetables, fish and meat in individual packs went on sale in 1930 sold from ice-cream 
refrigerators in the shops. The first frozen foods which were cooked before freezing, so that they 
only needed heating up at home, were introduced by Birds Eye in 1939. Because of the observation 
and invention of Birdseye, therefore, all modern frozen foods home freezers, etc, were able to 
develop. 
Match 
John Walker was a chemist of Stockton-on-Tees, England, and he invented the first match by 
accident in 1826. He had been using a stick to stir a mixture of potash (potassium carbonate) and 
antimony. When he scraped it against the stone floor to get rid of the blob which had formed on 
the end of the stick, it promptly burst into flames. Within a year matches were being sold in boxes 
of 100 and were first made out of strips of cardboard. Since these bent too easily Walker soon 
changed this idea for flat wooden splints of wood. The safety match was invented by Johan 
Lundstrom, of Sweden, in 1855.  This match can only catch fire by being rubbed against a special 
surface, the reason being that part of the necessary chemicals are on the match head and the 
other on the striking board. Production of these began in the same year in Sweden and by the 
firm of Bryant & May in England. 
Safety Pin 
The safety-pin is very ancient. Somebody about 2000 BC bent a straight pin double and made the 
point tuck under a hook or a slot to hold it in place. In those days it was made of bronze. The 
trouble was that the end of the pin still kept slipping out, and no one could think of how to fit a 
spring to make it stay in place - until 1849. An American inventor, Walter Hunt, owed some 
money. The lender said he would pay him 400 dollars and so cancel the debt if he could fix the 
problem.It took Walter Hunt three hours one afternoon to earn his 400 dollars. What he did was 
add a circular twist where the bend came in a safety-pin. This then acted as a kind of spring
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which solved the problem of more than three-and-a-half thousand years! Apparently, 400 dollars 
was all that Hunt made out of his invention. 
Safety Razor 
In order to shave off their beards, many things have been tried by men - including rubbing the 
face with pumice-stone, which was common in the days of Charles II of England. The so-called 
 cutthroat  or  open  razor had been in use for several centuries, and men were regularly cutting 
themselves with it - as King Camp Gillette, a salesman of Wisconsin, USA, realised while doing 
just that when he was shaving himself with one in 1895. What he also realised was that the only 
part of the razor which did any work was the cutting edge. Some years before his employer, 
William Painter who had invented and made bottle-caps, said to him,  Why don t you invent 
something which will be used once and thrown away? Then the customer will come back for 
more.  So, from the memory of that, Gillette suddenly got the idea of a sliver of steel with a very 
sharp edge to be used in a clamp and then thrown away. The problem was in making that sliver 
of sharpened steel, but this was solved by William Nickerson, a mechanic who had already 
invented the push-button for lifts and whom Gillette was employing on a part-time basis. 
The American Safety Razor Company was formed in 1901, Nickerson had completely solved the 
problem in 1902, and production began in 1903. The first year s sales were terrible - 51 razors and 
168 blades. Obviously Gillette was not going to make a fortune out of that! Then in 1904 the new 
idea of a safety razor suddenly became popular, for no obvious reason, with a sale of 90,000 
Gillette razors and nearly twelve-and-a-half million razor-blades. Sales started in Britain with 
equal success the following year. Gillette realised that his razor-blades were being used more 
than once, until they became blunt, and not thrown away each time as he had intended. 
Sewing-machine 
The right sort of needle had to be invented first. It was not until 1755 that Charles Weisenthal, an 
Englishman, invented a double-pointed needle with an eye in the centre. Thomas Saint then, in 
1790, devised a sewing-machine to use in the making of boots and shoes. It was very similar to a 
modem sewing-machine, but did not use Weisenthal s needle, and so was soon forgotten. In 
1830, though, Barthelemy Thimonnier, a tailor of Amplepuis, near Saint-Etienne in France, invented 
a sewing-machine largely out of wood, using Weisenthal s needle, which was all too successful. 
Other tailors, who all worked by hand, thought this machine would put them out of work, so 
they organised a mob to wreck Thimonnier s workshop. He escaped with just one machine. 
Then in 1845 a manufacturer offered to make his latest model for him, but using metal instead of 
wood. A number of these machines were made and put into operation to make Army uniforms, 
but the news got round again and this time a much larger mob completely destroyed the premises, 
and production stopped altogether, never to restart. Thimonnier died in poverty in 1857. 
However, several people began to manufacture sewing-machines elsewhere after Thimonnier s 
first invention of it - Elias Howe, for example, inventor of a lock-stitch machine. He was an 
American who went to London, and sold his invention to a corset manufacturer for whom he 
later worked in 1846.  But the man who invented and produced the first successful sewing- 
machine for use in people s homes was Isaac Merritt Singer, of Boston, USA. He made use of the 
eye-pierced needle, the pressing surfaces to hold the cloth used by Elias Howe, the perpendicular 
movement of the needle and the overhanging arm - all of which, apart from the needle of that 
type, had been used in Thomas Saint  s original design. Singer sewing-machines began selling in 
185l. In 1889 the Singer Manufacturing Company produced the first electric sewing-machine. 

(Ram G Sud is Professor & Head,  Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, COBS)
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Poem 

Singing across the borders 
Anasuya Sengupta 

As a young undergraduate, Anasuya Sengupta famously wrote a poem, Silence, for Hillary Clinton 
during her 1995 India visit. It came to be quoted across the world by Clinton. A Rhodes scholar, 
Ph D student and feminist, Anasuya continues to write poetry, and contributed this unpublished 
poem to Outlook s Independence Day issue. 

We refuse to be enemies. 
We refuse to use your words, claim your politics, 
accept your versions of history. 
We will wear our anger 
like a shroud, 
we will hold our defiance 
like a shield, 
we will carry our compassion 
like a sword. 
We refuse to be enemies. 
We refuse to believ 
ethat hate is justified, 
that peace is weak, 
that conflict is endless. 
We will sing 
across the borders, 
we will march 
across the divisions, 
we will fly our peace 
like a flag. 
We refuse to be enemies. 

(Reproduced from the Independence Day Special issue, dated 24 August, 2009 of the weekly 
newsmagazine OUTLOOK for the reading pleasure of the readers of Vigyan Punj) 

(The permission granted for its republication in these columns by Outlook is gratefully acknowledged 

- Editor)
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Talking Science 

A congregation of Nobel Laureates at science 
conclave 2009 

- Where Basicians too rubbed shoulders with them 

Aditi Sourabh 

The second  Science Conclave 2009 : A congregation of Nobel Laureates  supported by Ministry 
of  Human Resource Development and Department of  Science and Technology, Govt. of India, 
was held at IIIT-Allahabad, India from December 08-14, 2009. A large number of students applied 
from various universities both India and abroad to participate 
in this conclave. Two students namely Aditi Sourabh and 
Arti Ghabru from the Department of Microbiology, and 
Chemistry & Biochemistry College of Basic Sciences 
respectively had the honour to be nominated to attend this 
conclave along with Dr Nageswer Singh (Assistant Professor, 
Deptt. Of Chemistry and Biochemistry). The basic resource 
persons of this conclave were the Nobel Laureates. Three 
Nobel Laureates who graced the conclave were: 

1) Joseph Hooton Taylor Jr., (right) 

2) Robert C. Richardson (middle) 

3) Douglas Dean Osheroff. (left) 

Robert C. Richardson was the co-recipient along with Douglas Dean Osheroff and David Lee, of 
the 1996 Nobel Prize for Physics for their discovery of superfluidity in the isotope helium-3 [3He]. 

Joseph Hooton Taylor Jr. got Nobel prize in physics for discovery with Russell Alan Hulse of a 
 new type of pulsar, a discovery that opened up new possibilities for the study of gravitation . 
These Nobel laureates gave excellent lectures on their discoveries and interacted personally with 
the participants. They explained along with examples, what challenges they faced and how they 
overcame them to make their hypotheses turn into fruitful discoveries. We also interacted 
personally with all the Nobel laureates and got inspired. These Nobel laureates stressed on working 
hard with sincerity and asked students to enjoy their work, whatever fields they were studying. 

Later on, discussions with other experts were also initiated 
and this resulted in as many as 39 experts joining the 
deliberations on issues related to the basic sciences and its 
allied fields. We attended lectures by eminent scientists from 
various fields who gave talks on their specialized topics such 
as: 

 Artificial cells  by Prof Thomas M S Chang from Mc Gill 
University Montreal, Quebec, Canada; 

 Wheat Biotechnology :Challenges and strategies for commercializing of GM wheat  by Alexander 
K. Gaponenko, ,Professor, Koltzov Institute of DevelopmentalBiology, RussianAcademy of 
Sciences;
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 Current and Emerging Network Access Technologies , Prof. Satish Chandra, USA; 

 Blood Vessels: The Network of Life , by Dr Hari S. Sharma, VUMC Amsterdam and ErasmucMC 
Rotterdam, Netherlands; 

 Vascular endothelium : Functions and Adaptations  by Victor W.M. van Hinsbergh, Institute of 
Cardiovascular Research, VU University Medical centre, Amsterdam, etc. 

A number of administrators and scientists from the industries and institutes such as IBM, Ranbaxy, 
AIIMS, Indian Institute of Science, Indian Space Research Organization etc. also participated in 
the discussions and inspired the participants. 

Apart from lectures there were cultural programmes in which people from various cultural fields 
participated and entertained all. Overall the conclave was very inspiring, knowledgeable and 
interactive. 

This conclave encouraged, ignited young minds and generated interest and awareness amongst 
students and teachers for taking up science as a career. I express my thanks to Hon ble Vice 
Chancellor Dr Tej Pratap, Dr R G Sudand  Dr S S Kanwar for enabling us to attend this conclave. 

dfork  

D;k j[kk gS\  
f'kYik lwn  

ftl txg dÊ gh  
u gks ml txg tkus esa D;k j[kk gS\  

fny ls feys u fny rks gkFk feykus esa D;k j[kk gS\  

vanj ls nsrs gks xkfy;ka fdlh dks] ckgj eqLdqjkus esa D;k j[kk gS\  
'kfeZanka gh djuk gS ?kj cqykdj fdlh dks] rks ?kj cqykus esa D;k j[kk gS\  

thrs th rks fdlh xjhc dk ru rd u <d lds var le; vkus ij vFkhZ ltkus esa D;k j[kk gS\  
thrs th rks #ykrs jgs ejus okyksa dks] vc vkalw cgkus esa D;k j[kk gS\  

eka iM+h gks tc e`R;q 'kS;k ij rks oS".kks nsoh tkus esa D;k j[kk gS\  
ty jgk gks tc ns'k rks jk"V™h; ioZ eukus esa D;k j[kk gS\  
turk dk tks iwNs u gky] ,slk usrk cukus esa D;k j[kk gS\  

[kqn u dj ldwa fy[ks ij xkSj] rks 'kk;n fy[kus esa Hkh D;k j[kk gS\
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Short story 

Rich merchant who had four wives 
Swati Sharma 

There was a rich merchant who had 4 wives. He loved the 4th wife the most and adorned her 
with rich robes and treated her to delicacies. He took great care of her and gave her nothing but 
the best. 
He also loved the 3rd wife very much. He was very proud of her and always wanted to show off 
her to his friends. However, the merchant was always in great fear that she might run away with 
some other men. 
He too loved his 2nd wife. She was a very considerate person, always patient and in fact was the 
merchant s confidante. Whenever the merchant faced some problems, he always turned to his 
2nd wife and she would always help him out and tide him through difficult times. 
The merchant s 1st wife being a very loyal partner, had made great contributions in maintaining 
his wealth and business besides taking care of the household. However, the merchant did not 
love the first wife and although she loved him deeply, he hardly took notice of her. 
One day, the merchant fell ill. Before long, he knew that he was going to die soon. He thought of 
his luxurious life and told himself,  Now I have 4 wives with me. But when I die, I ll be alone. 
How lonely I ll be!  
Thus,  he asked the 4th wife,  I loved you most, endowed you with the finest clothing and 
showered great care over you. Now that I m dying, will you follow me and keep me company?  
 No way!  replied the 4th wife and she walked away without another word. 
The answer cut like a sharp knife right into the merchant s heart. The sad merchant then asked 
the 3rd wife,  I have loved you so much  all my life. Now that I m dying, will you follow me and 
keep me company?  
 No!  replied the 3rd wife.  Life is so good over here! I m going to remarry when you die!  The 
merchant s heart sank and turned cold. 
He then asked the 2nd wife,  I always turned to you for help and you ve always helped me out. 
Now I need your help again. When I die, will you follow me and keep me company?  
 I m sorry, I can t help you out this time!  replied the 2nd wife.  At the very most, I can only send 
you to your grave.  The answer came like a bolt of thunder and the merchant was devastated. 
Then a voice called out :  I ll live with you. I ll follow you no matter where you go.  The merchant 
looked up and there was his first wife. She was so skinny, almost as if she suffered from 
malnutrition. Greatly grieved, the merchant said,  I should have taken much better care of you 
while I could have!  
Actually, we all have 4 wives in our lives 
a. The 4th wife is our body. No matter how much time and effort we lavish in making it look 

good, it ll leave us when we die. 
b. Our 3rd wife? Our possessions, status and wealth. When we die, they all go to others. 
c. The 2nd wife is our family and friends. No matter how close they had been there for us when 

we re alive, the furthest they can stay by us is up to the grave. 
d. The 1st wife is in fact our soul, often neglected in our pursuit of material, wealth and sensual 

pleasure. 
Guess what? It is actually the only thing that follows us wherever we go. Perhaps it s a good idea 
to cultivate and strengthen it now rather than to wait until we re on our deathbed to lament.
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Reminiscences (10 Questions) 

College provided me best education 
Rajesh Sharma 

1. How would you rate the days as a student you spent in the College of Basic Sciences? 

Unforgettable and the happiest ever. 

Why so? 

My UG time is possibly the best time of my life. Learning, enjoying and specially to give 
ragging together make those days unforgettable. I really miss those golden days. There was 
no responsibility on me in that happy period. 

2. Anything in particular that you liked/disliked the most about the College? 

I like it also because my college provided me best education and gifted me many good friends. 
I like it because it gives many officers to Indian Army. 

3. What has your stint in the college meant to you? 

I can never forget the evening of cultural night of science fair-2002, organized by us (basic 
science students). That evening, I went to tell our Hon ble Vice-Chancellor that since the 
Chief Guest (Deputy Commissioner) had arrived, he may kindly come as soon as possible. 
He asked me to wait. After some time when he was free from office work he started to drive 
his car and realising that I had no conveyance he opened the window of his car and asked me 
to sit. On the way, I asked him,  Sir, is your driver not here today?  To this he replied that if he 
stayed at office   after 5 p.m. then why should he also. His family would be waiting for him in 
evening, so I let him go after 5 p.m. 

I was really impressed by his feeling for others. 

4. Who was your favourite teacher/subject during that time and why? 

My Mathematics teacher, Dr Sharda Singh is my favourite teacher. She always encouraged 
me to  do well in life. Today I think, it is her blessings  that I am doing Ph.D. in applied 
mathematics from one of the most reputed institutes of the world, Indian Institute of 
Technology, Roorkee. 

5. Any interesting or funny or amusing personal incident or anecdote that you can recall? 

One night, I and my friend Sandeep had some fun with our friend, Manoj. Manoj had 
purchased ghee from the market, but he didn t tell us about it and avoided coming with us 
for dinner. One day Sandeep told me the reason why he went alone for dinner. Then we 
planned to make him busy on a phone call with a girl at dinner time. So that evening, Sandeep 
requested his friend in the Girls  Hostel to keep him engaged in chat for at least half an hour. 
As she did so, I had in the meanwhile finished his whole ghee. After the phone call, when he 
came in the mess, I asked him,  Manoj ghee lega kya?  

6. Any day which was the happiest one for you during that period? 

Last day of my first year was the happiest day of my college period, because due to ragging 
first year is the toughest time for every student. Even during first year, I learned a lot of 
things by giving ragging together.
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7. And the saddest one? 

Last day of my college was really the saddest one. 

8. What are the positives and negatives of the college in your perception? 

It provided us best atmosphere for education. 

9. Any suggestions to make it one of the world s best? 

It should start a get-together with old students from time to time, so that new students get 
inspiration from their successful seniors and build a relationship with them. These relationships 
would help them in the future definitely. 

10. What message would you like to give to the students now studying in the College? 

Enjoy each and every moment of your college time. But never forget, your future will depend 
on your present. So while enjoying your present, think for your future and career also. Do 
hard work to make your life healthy and wealthy. I pray to God, every student of my college 
will reach his destination. 

(Alumnus Rajesh Sharma is pursuing his doctorate at IIT Roorkee) 

'kksd lUns'k o izkFkZuk  
Jh dqynhi flag lqiq= Jh dkyhnkl dk tUe 10 Qjojh 1958 dks rglhy o  

ftyk dkaxM+k ds fljeuh xkao esa gqvk FkkA og bl fo'ofo|ky; esa 23 ebZ 1987 dks  

iz;ksx'kkyk lgk;d ds :i esa Animal Production foHkkx esa fu;qDr fd;s x;s ,oa  

30 vxLr 1995 rd blh foHkkx esa dk;Zjr jgsA rnqijkUr Jh dqynhi flag th  

vk/kkjHkwr egkfo|ky; ds Microbiology rFkk Biology & Environment Sciences foHkkx esa dk;Zjr jgsA  

Jh dqynhi flag th dk fu/ku ,d vkdfLed vkSj nqHkkZX;iw.kZ nq?kZVuk ds dkj.k 26 vxLr 2010 dks lqcg  

2%30 cts PGI p.Mhx<+ esa gks x;kA Jh dqynhi flag th ds ifjokj esa mudh 49 o"khZ; /keZiRuh ,oa nks iq=  

ÿe'k% 23 o"khZ; Jh lfpu lgksrk o 20 o"khZ; fufru lgksrk gSaA tSlk fd lHkh tkurs gSa fd Jh dqynhi flag th  

ds lkFk mudk cM+k iq= Hkh bl nq?kZVuk esa vkgr gqvk gSA ,oa bl le; csVs dk mipkj VkaMk vLirky esa py jgk  

gSA  

Jh dqynhi flag th ds vkdfLed fu/ku ls fg-iz-œ-fo- fo|ky; ifjokj ds leLr lnL; LrC/k ,oa 'kksd  

xzLr gq, gSaA u dsoy vk/kkjHkwr foKku egkfo|ky; vfirq bl fo'ofo|ky; dk lEiw.kZ lnL; leqnk; Lo- Jh  

dqynhi th dks Jºktayh vfiZr djrk gS rFkk ijefirk ijekRek ls mudh vkRek dh 'kkfUr gsrq izkFkZuk djrk gSA  

ijekRek muds ifjokj ,oa fiz;tuksa dks bl vkdfLed fu/ku ds vk?kkr dks lgu djus dh 'kfDr iznku djsA
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Food for thought 

Counselling 
Kamal Mohini 

Counselling is defined as a two way interaction - a helping relationship with a specific goal, 
carried out in a congenial environment. It is a process that involves a trained counsellor ready to 
give help and a distressed counselee who seeks help. To have a balanced personality free from 
tensions and stress, counselling must be made an integral part of one's life. It begins with birth 
and the mother is considered to be the child s first counsellor, followed by the father, friends, 
teachers etc. 

Lord Krishna is regarded as a master counsellor. In spite of having the best training and skills in 
warfare, Arjuna lays down his weapons and refuses to fight due to confusion appearing in his 
mind. Unable to make the right decision he turns to Lord Krishna for counselling. His doubts get 
cleared and because of right counselling, he decides to fight & to fight well to win back his lost 
kingdom. The source of good counselling is still available in the form of the great Bhagwad Gita. 
Make a habit of reading a few pages daily and reflect on the teachings and act accordingly. Rest 
assured you will have the best counsellor guiding you smoothly 
through life s ups and downs. 

Our problems begin when we forget who we are and identify ourselves 
only with the physical and forget the metaphysical dimension of the 
body. The human body is just a  special space suit  perfect for the 
environment of earth. We are basically spiritual beings having a human 
experience for a limited life span on planet earth, one of the most 
popular learning schools in the whole of universe. This is not our 
original home. We are indestructible and the body, its functions - physical, mental, emotional, 
intellectual etc. - are meant for serving us. When the mind takes over the control and becomes the 
master instead of the servant it leads to all kinds of unresolved problems and therein arises the 
need for counselling. Innate counselling may be practiced by learning to relax physically in 
whatever posture the body is comfortable in, whether it is lying down, sitting silently cross- 
legged, or standing it does not mater. Just relax physically and observe the turmoil of various 
thoughts going on in the mind. Continue in your physical stillness, till all the turbulence in the 
mind subsides and you are able to feel a very clear soft and gentle voice of your inner counsellor 
guiding you to take the right course of action in the present problematic situation. This inherent 
counselling is available to all, wherever and whenever required, but it comes with practice. Be a 
silent witness to all your thoughts and during this awareness, counselling happens. My inner 
counsellor never fails me under any circumstances. I wish you luck with yours. 

In case your inner counsellor frustrates you for any reason please do not hesitate to take help from 
an outside trained counsellor. The main characteristics of a good counsellor are to be a sympathetic 
active listener, to be trustworthy, never to be judgmental/ prejudiced and maintain confidentiality 
at all times except when life itself is at stake or there is involvement of the law. A good counsellor 
never considers himself to be an expert and does not make the counselee dependent on himself. 
The counsellor s main task is to listen and show the reality of the situation. He encourages the 
counselee to dive within and come out with various solutions to the problem. Finally he helps in 
selecting the best possible solution, which the counsellee agrees to execute. When the objective is 
achieved the relationship between the counsellor and counselee should ideally end. 

(Kamal Mohini is Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, COBS)
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Short story 

Just 37 seconds to change your mind 
Naina Sood 

Once upon a time there were two men, both 
seriously ill who occupied the same hospital room. 

One man was allowed to sit up in his bed for an 
hour each afternoon to help drain the fluid from 
his lungs. His bed was next to the room s only 
window. 

The other man had to spend all his time flat on 
his back. 

The men talked for hours on end. They spoke of 
their homes, families, jobs etc. 

Every afternoon, when the man in the bed by the 
window could sit up, he would pass the time by 
describing to his room mate all the things he could 
see outside the window. The window overlooked 

a park with a lovely lake. Ducks and swans played on the water and a beautiful garden could be 
seen in the distance. 

The man in the other bed began to live for those one hour periods where his world would be 
broadened and enlivened by all the activity and colour of the world outside. 

Days, weeks and months passed. 

One morning, the nurse arrived to bring water for their baths and found lifeless body of the man 
by the window, who had died peacefully in his sleep. She saddened and called the hospital 
attendants to take the body away. 

After appropriate time the other man requested the nurse to shift his bed next to the window. She 
did so. Slowly, painfully, he propped himself upon one elbow to take his first look at the real 
world outside. To his surprise, it faced a blank wall. The man asked the nurse what could have 
compelled his deceased roommate who had described such wonderful things outside this window. 

The nurse responded that the man was blind and could not even see the wall. 

She said,  Perhaps he just wanted to encourage you . 

Epilogue 

There is tremendous happiness in making others happy, despite our situations. Shared grief is 
half the sorrow, but happiness when shared, is doubled. 

If you are ever sad, think about the things you have which money can t buy.
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Poem 

Always wear a smile 
Kalpna Rana 

In the modern age of stress and strain, 
With immense hard work and momentary 
Happiness just to feign 
There is a great need for laughter and humour 
That fills our life with joy & vigour. 

Avarice is no way beneficial 
The happiness it provides is transient & superficial 
For eternal bliss make this your creed 
Bring smile to poor and those in need 

Smile and the world will smile, 
In this tiring journey, spirits will be afresh after every mile. 
Greet friends and foes with an open heart, 
Only then each day will have a fresh start. 

Humour is an instinct of those who are jovial, 
For them sorrow, gloom and despair are trivial 
They always spread happiness and mirth 
And are the most blessed on earth. 

So always be happy and always wear a smile.
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dfork  

og Nksj  
lqHkk"k pUÊ 'kekZ  

ygw&ihd dh bl nqfu;k ls cgqr nwj dgha fdlh vkSj]  

esjk Hkh bd LoIu Hkjk Fkk lkxj dk y?kq rV] NksjA  

gjk&Hkjk lk iq"Ik&lqlfTtr] f[kyk [kqyk lk miou Fkk]  

tx dh ^eSa&rw* ls dHkh gksrk] u ogk° eu fopfyr FkkA  

Hkkrk u Fkk tc tx&'kksj] Fkk mM+ ysrk eSa ml vkSj]  

>we ukp dj xkuk xkrk] tSls gks ou esa eksj pdksjA  

liuksa dh Lof.Zke rkjksa dk vn~Hkqr rkukckuk Fkk og]  

vkgr gq, fdlh [kx dk] vkJ; Fkk igpkuk lk ogA  

fu"Bqj nqfu;kWa dh lkjh Hkk"kkvksa ls Fkk vutkuk lk og]  

fut&ij dk u Hksn ogk°] ,slk Fkk vk°xu tkuk lk ogA  

Fkk f'kYih cu eSa ?kM+rk ewjr] fp=dkj dk izkWax.k Fkk og]  

esjs xhrksa dk dfork lkxj] Fkk ygw&lkWal xkFkkvksa dk ogA  

nso&yksd ls ifj;k° vkdj] fopjrha] djrha ogk° mYykl]  

ikou izse ds >jus cgrs] gksrh vkykSfdd  ogk° izHkkrA  

u nq[k dh vuqHwkfr gksrh] u tx dk lqurk ogk° ifjgkl]  

egdrs iwtk ds yky iq"i] vkrh u tx dh cw vkSj cklA  

nkSM+krk eSa 'osr v'o ogk°] liuksa ds jprk lqUnj vk;ke]  

ckyw ls ?kM+rk egy Hkou] dj f'k'kq&ÿhM+k] djrk foJkeA  

u dyg&}s"k dk vkrk >kSadk] ml futZu] 'kkUr rV ds }kj]  

og esjk ?kj Fkk fofp= fujkyk] Fkh mldh efgek vijEikjA  

?kwerk eSa gj frryh l°x] Hk°ojksa l°x djrk iq"Ik&jl iku]  

fopjrk ogkWa eSa e`x cu] vEcjk dk lqurk u`R; vkSj xkuA  

mTtoy Hkksj ls eksrh pqurk] <yrh 'kke dh yky eqLdku]  

ihrkEcj ls ys rkjs m/kkj] Qwyksa ls mudk Ikhyk ifj/kkuA  

fpfM+;k ls ek°x gYdh mM+ku] xfr pWapy] cgrs fu>Zj ls]  

ioZr ls mldh fu"Bk cyoku] bd drju lh bUnz/kuq"k lsA  

es?kksa ls <ksrk dqN ty vèr] cQZ ls ysrk 'khry #Ik]  

xehZ ds d.k ns nsrk lwjt] pkWan] ,d oxZ b±p BaMh /kwiA  

djds ;g lc ;Ru&iz;Ru] e<+rk eSa dYiuk dk dksghuwj]  

,d vkbZ ysfdu Hkh"k.k vkWa/kh] gq, LoIu lc pdukpwjA  

(lqHkk"k pUÊ 'kekZ] tho foKku o i;kZoj.k foHkkx esa ,lksfl,V izksQslj gSa)
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Last word 

Truth is indomitable 

When Subhash Sharma, the Chief Editor for this 
issue of Vigyan Punj, suggested by way of a novel 
idea that I write the  Last Word  for the magazine I 
wondered what could the last word be. Last Word 
in what sense? Surely not my last uttering before I 
say adieu to the world! But something substantial or profound that has a 

lasting effect when you have put down the magazine. I at once realized that the task was both 
daunting as well as interesting. Be that as it may, I feel the last word must emanate from one s 
heart and that is what I intend to do. 

My school taught me  Trust in God and Do the Right ; college,  Truth is Indomitable . 
However, when I did my doctorate and joined this noble profession I was advised that since I 
now had the means to earn my livelihood I must endeavour to do something for the life beyond, 
too   obviously implying thereby the spiritual aspect of one s life. So my outpouring below is 
borne out of both, my professional and spiritual experiences: 

l The only thing that interferes with learning is education. 

l We grow with our mistakes. Good judgment comes from experience. Experience comes from 
making mistakes and mistakes come from bad judgment. 

l Do not confuse motion and progress. A rocking horse keeps moving but does not make any 
progress. 

l Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing. 

l Failing to plan? Planning to fail! 

l Life does not always give you what you ask for but it always gives you what you need. 

l When a man thinks of objects,  attachment  for them arises; from attachment  desire  is born; 
from desire arises  anger ; from anger comes  delusion ; from delusion  loss of memory ; from 
loss of memory the  destruction of discrimination ; from destruction of discrimination, he 
 perishes . (The Holy Gita: Ch II 62 & 63) 

l And last but not the least    

At the end of long road I see 

That I was the architect of my own destiny, 

And the suffering was due to my own vanity. 

If I planted rose bushes 

It was roses that I reap. 

(R G Sud is Dean, College of Basic Sciences)
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